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EDU Technology Fun Blog: Welcome

Course Description: Scholars will gain knowledge and skills in the application, design, production, and

assessment of computer-based knowledge and applications. The study of technology (STEM) allows

students to reinforce, apply, and transfer their academic knowledge to a variety of interesting and relevant

activities, problems, and settings. In addition to their general academic and technical knowledge students

gain an understanding of career opportunities available in technology (STEM) along with the requirements

to gain and maintain employment in these careers. Students implement personal and interpersonal skills to

strengthen individual performance in transitioning to the work force and/or post-secondary education.

Scholars apply technical skills to address business applications of emerging technologies.

Instructor:  Mr. Harvey Scribner, M.Ed.

Location: Online

Contact: hscribner@edtechfundamentals.com / Cell: 484-674-5011

Tutorial Time: On Request.

Conference Period: Google Hangout / Skype / Zoom.us

This document is meant to help parents and teachers provide students additional lessons to help them

collaborate effectively, communicate clearly, be creative problem-solvers, and persist when others would

not. This is meant to be used as a supplement to any curriculum being provided by schools or institutes of

higher learning. Some of the items in this guide are copyright protected. These projects and lessons are

meant to help keep students actively creative while working remotely. We will help each other through the

rough times so we can celebrate together when the easy times arrive!

This document is a compilation of years of teaching Business Technology to K-12 Students.  It is by no

means exhaustive, and should be used as a guide.  Links have been checked at the time of publishing, but

might not work.  Care should be taken by Instructors/Parents to review all projects and lessons prior to

having students work on them.  Safety & Security are paramount.  If your students are better at using some

of these apps than you, maybe they should be teaching the class.  Learn as a family and have fun!  Enjoy!
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: How Do You Learn Best (Week 1: Learning Style / L-R Brain

How Do You Learn Best (Week 1: Learning Style / L-R Brain / Typing Test)
Today you will learn about HOW YOU LEARN BEST! Please follow the directions below to complete a series

of survey's that will give you some insight on your Learning Styles, your Left/Right Brain Dominance, and a

Typing Test. You may choose to watch the videos associated with each survey (with headphones only), or

just complete the surveys themselves. Please fill out the form in class, and complete the ONLINE SURVEY

at the end. Make sure to complete both for credit. See you tomorrow!   - Mr. S

1.  Learning Styles:  Many people recognize that each person prefers different learning styles and

techniques. Learning styles group common ways that people learn. Everyone has a mix of learning styles.

Some people may find that they have a dominant style of learning, with far less use of the other styles.

Others may find that they use different styles in different circumstances. There is no right mix. Nor are your

styles fixed. You can develop ability in less dominant styles, as well as further develop styles that you

already use well.

Please watch the  Video (Click Here) and take the Inventory below.  Record you answers on the form and

then enter them in the ONLINE SURVEY for credit.

2.  Left/Right Brain Dominance:   According to the theory of left-brain or right-brain dominance, each side of

the brain controls different types of thinking. Additionally, people are said to prefer one type of thinking over

the other. For example, a person who is "left-brained" is often said to be more logical, analytical, and

objective. Watch the video below and take the survey. Record your answers on the paper and then enter

them on the ONLINE SURVEY for credit  Watch the Video Here (Click) or  Explanation Video (Click Here)

3. Typing Test:  When you are finished take the typing test (1 minute, any topic you like, and record your

Words Per Minute).  Typing.com or TypingTest.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IopcOwfsoU
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z7NT-UeNNrMtN43fSNp4nHRgUjpVAsO_bFZmoMdLj_w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z7NT-UeNNrMtN43fSNp4nHRgUjpVAsO_bFZmoMdLj_w/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feAikjPqOq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xe817Aj-mgM
https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/how-do-you-learn-best-week-1-learning.html
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OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will be able to identify their individual Learning Style, Left or Right Brain Dominance, Executive

Functions, and be tested on their basic typing skills.  Students will complete the Self-Assessments for each

activity and record scores on the EXIT TICKET.  Students will also transfer those scores to the online Google

Form to add them to the school spreadsheet for credit.  When complete, students will use spare time to

improve individual typing skills.

STUDENTS MUST READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS WEBSITE PRIOR TO STARTING ANY ASSIGNED TASKS. 

PLEASE FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS AS GIVEN FOR FULL CREDIT!

Students will enter the class quietly and quickly.  Students will be given specific directions and examples of

why the information may be valuable to know about Learning Styles, L/R Brain Dominance, Executive

Functions, and Typing Speed.  Students will complete all assessments and be able to accurately record

scores.  Students will use time wisely and spend any additional time in class, or at home, finishing projects

currently due.

Integrity (13 Characteris�cs)
13 Characteristics of People Who Have Integrity

1. They Value Other People's Time: They value their own time so they also value the time of other people.

They know you have plenty of other places you need to be and won’t hold you up. If you spend time with

them, it is likely they will thank you for that as well.

2. They Give Credit Where It Is Due: They do not take credit for things they did not do. They will always credit

those who deserve it. If you help this person with a project he or she will likely mention your name so you

can take credit for your work.
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https://wakeupyourmind.net/life/13-traits-of-someone-with-true-integrity/
https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/how-do-you-learn-best-week-1-learning.html
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3. They Are Authentic: They are their truest forms. You won’t catch them in a lie or being fake.

4. They Are Always Honest: They are honest people that feel no need to lie as it is important for them to get

to where they need to get in life honestly.

5. They Never Take Advantage Of Others: They are not the kind of people who will take advantage of

someone else. They love to build people up and help them get where they need to be. Taking too much from

someone else will never be an issue with someone who has a lot of integrity.

6. The Do Not Argue Over Disagreements: They will talk through things in a civil manner or not talk at all.

You cannot and will not force this person into arguing over something completely ridiculous. I find this to be

a very respectable trait.

7. They Give Most People The Benefit Of The Doubt: They try to see the good in everyone. I think this is

because they feel like maybe there are more people in this world that also have integrity. That being said, if

you take advantage of them too much they will get rid of you.

8. They Know When Something Is Bothering Someone: They have a great intuition that lets them know when

something is going on. If someone is down in the dumps they will notice. Chances are they will actually do

what they can to cheer you up.

9. They Believe In Others: They accept your word as truth until it is dis-proven. That being said, they do not

take lying well. And once you lie to them, it is unlikely that they will ever take your word again.

10. They Apologize First: If they have done something wrong they will come to you and apologize. This is

just how they are. They own up to their mistake and try to make things right.

11. They Are Humble: They do not quite know their own worth. While they are very important and do so

much good they don’t quite see it. You should remind them of it.
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12. They Do Good When They Can: They are always helping other people. They love to know that they have

improved someone’s life. It gives their lives meaning.

13. They Are Always Kind To Those Who Need It: Giving kindness can go a long way. When someone looks

like they need a little pick me up these people deliver. They can brighten up almost anyone’s day.

If you are someone who has true integrity, thank you for being who you are and thank you for all that you do.

You really do actually make a difference in society, please keep up the good work. If you feel no one else is

proud of you, know that I am.
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https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/how-do-you-learn-best-week-1-learning.html
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How Do You Learn Best? (Week 1: Execu�ve Func�ons Survey)
Now that you have investigated your Learning Styles, discovered a little about your Left/Right Brain

Dominance, and completed a Typing Test, it is time to look at your Executive Functions.

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS: The Executive Functions are a set of processes that all have to do with managing

oneself and one's resources in order to achieve a goal. It is an umbrella term for the neurologically-based

skills involving mental control and self-regulation.  Watch The Video (Click Here)

Once you have completed the survey, please enter your scores on the same worksheet you started

yesterday.  Eventually this worksheet will be digitized, and become a piece of Career Education & Work

Evidence in your Google Drive.  You should try to retake these Self-Assessment Survey's at least once per

year.  In addition to completing this for class, do not forget to show your results to your parents.  Share what

you are learning in our class at home!

How Do You Learn Best? (Week 1: Mul�ple Intelligences Survey)
Multiple Intelligences Self Assessment by Russell Rowe

Assessment: Find Your Strengths! by Literacynet.org

Today everyone will learn about how you learn best. Please take a moment to complete one of the survey's

above, and remember to record your scores on the worksheets provided.

Find out more about your results using Youtube:  Video I and Video II

Scholars will review and discuss information about Multiple Intelligence's and complete a short

questionnaire to determine what primary and secondary abilities they may posses. Scholars will use

remaining time to complete any outstanding work. Scholars are required to work Bell To Bell every day!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfKLmqpjfWs
https://www.russellrowe.com/multiple-intelligences-self-assessment-25.php
https://www.literacynet.org/mi/assessment/findyourstrengths.html
https://youtu.be/TLvHSuCBEO8
https://youtu.be/s2EdujrM0vA
https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/how-do-you-learn-best-week-1-multiple.html
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Scholars will enter the class quietly and begin by reading all of the instructions listed on the class website.

Scholars will actively participate in all discussion and review, and complete all assigned work without delay,

and in a cheerful manner! Scholars will follow all classroom rules and follow all Collegium Charter School

rules and regulations, as outlined in the Student Handbook, AT ALL TIMES!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION AND POSITIVE ATTITUDE TODAY!

EDU Technology Fun Blog: How Do You Learn Best? (Week 1: Execu�ve Func�ons Survey)
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Student Self-Assessments refer to training students to evaluate themselves, and their work, for the purpose

of improving outcomes. To become capable evaluators of their work, students must have: - a clear target

(goal) - the opportunity to help create definitions of the quality of work. - the opportunity to correct, or self-

adjust, their work before turning it in. Students are also prompted to reflect and evaluate strengths,

weaknesses, and areas of improvement. These skills will allow for planning, improvement, goal-setting, and

reflection. Emphasis will be placed on integration of previous learning across the school curriculum.   

ISTE 2. Communication and Collaboration Students use digital media and environments to communicate

and work collaboratively, including at a distance, to support individual learning and contribute to the learning

of others: a. Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others employing a variety of digital

environments and media b. Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a

variety of media and formats 3. Research and Information Fluency Students apply digital tools to gather,

evaluate, and use information: a. Plan strategies to guide inquiry b. Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate,

synthesize, and ethically use information from a variety of sources and media   

General Computer-Based / Project Based Classroom Standards Met: PA Common Core 8.5.6-8G: Integrate

visual information (e.G. charts, graphs, maps, video, etc.) with other information in print or digital format.   

ISTE 3.3A: Students plan and employ effective research strategies to locate information, and other

resources, for intellectual and other pursuits.   

ISTE 3.3D: Students build knowledge by actively exploring real world issues and problems, developing ideas,

and pursuing answers and solutions.   
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CSTA Collaboration 1: Apply productivity/multimedia tools, and peripherals, to a group collaboration and

support learning throughout the curriculum.   

CSTA CPP1: Use advanced tools to create digital artifacts.   

PA CEW Standards Met   

PA 13.1.8A Career Awareness and Preparation Relate careers to individual interest, abilities, and aptitudes.

PA 13.1.8G Create an individualized career plan including, but not limited to Assessments, Career Goals,

individual interests and abilities, and Training/Education requirements.
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: SOS.FBI.GOV

SOS.FBI.GOV / NSTeens Challenge

Today you will work on the SOS.FBI.GOV program. Please go to the link
below and follow the instruc�ons on the Student Sec�on. You must work
on each task in the Grade Sec�on (Setup in advance by the Instructor) that
is appropriate for you. You may need to complete some levels at home. 
Share this informa�on with your parents and siblings.

When you have complete the SOS.FBI.GOV portion of the assignment, please go to the NSTeens Challenge

(Instructors Guide available online) by clicking here.

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES:  Students will begin to understand vocabulary and themes about

Internet Safety & Security.  Students will work with online resources to identify ways to protect themselves

and others online, become better digital citizens, and to monitor online behavior at home.

Students will enter the class quietly and quickly.  Students will go to SOS.FBI.GOV and begin working on

grade-specific levels.  Students will complete each section of the online tutorial individually and at their own

pace.  Students will also follow and take the NSTEENS CHALLENGE online and submit a Certificate of

Completion to the instructor via GMAIL.

NEED MATH, ELA, READING HELP?  Click Here for MORE RESOURCES!
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https://sos.fbi.gov/en/
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https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/math-ela-reading-help-for-all-getting.html
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In this class, students will identify guidelines for evaluating the credibility of content online.

Students need to understand the difference between lies and truth, fact and opinions. They also need basic

computer skills and experience searching topics online.

Essential Question:

Why is it important to be alert and check sources while exploring online?

Learning Goals:

• Students will understand that just because information is online doesn’t mean it’s true.

• Students will learn the guidelines on what information they can and can’t trust.

• Students will evaluate and compare online information sources for accuracy, relevance, and bias.

• Students will apply their knowledge of reputable online sources to determine which sites are credible and

which are not

REVIEW The Following Site As A Class:  https://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/

From the domain extension, we can assume that it’s not from an organization, small business or

government agency. It does mention that the author is Lyle Zapato, but when his name is clicked it goes to a

separate page that does not provide any more information about him. The page was created in 1998 and

yet is still maintained fairly frequently. All links work and direct to real content. A simple Google search

proves that the Pacific Northwest Tree Octopus does not exist. This page is a very good example of a well

done, non-credible website.
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https://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
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Watch the following videos:
https://youtu.be/fXFbQKz3anw
https://youtu.be/m_EAxomGhNY

Evaluate Resources:

Guidelines for Evaluating and Trusting Online Sources that are mentioned.

Using the C.A.R.S. Checklist, Evaluate at least three (3) resources from another class, student news,
or another source of information.

C- Credibility - Who wrote the information on the website?  Are they a credible authority on the topic they are

writing about?

A - Accuracy - Is the information CURRENT, COMPLETE, and CORRECT?

R - Reasonableness - Is the source truthful and unbiased?

S - Support - Does the website have verifiable information?  Is there a bibliography or list of sources?

Photo Manipula�on Introduc�on 19-20 S1

https://edtechnologyfun.blogspot.com/2019/08/pixlrcom-photo-manipulation.html
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Top-Level Domain Extensions: 

.com commercial sites

.net commonly used by Internet service providers, web-hosting companies or businesses

.org primarily used by, but not limited to, non-profit organizations

.gov government sites

.mil military sites

.edu educational sites

.biz small business site

.info used to signify a credible resource site

Popular Country Domains:

.au Australia

.be Belgium

.br Brazil

.ca Canada

.ch Switzerland

.cn China

.fr France

.uk United Kingdom

.in India

.jp Japan

.mx Mexico

.nz New Zealand

VOCABULARY: 

Accuracy the condition or quality of being true, correct, or exact; freedom from error or defect; precision or

exactness; correctness

EDU Technology Fun Blog: Life Re�ec�on Discussion
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Bias a particular tendency or inclination, or prejudice

Credible worthy of belief or confidence; trustworthy

Credentials anything that provides the basis for confidence, belief, credit, etc

Domain Extension the suffix at the end of a web address, such as .com or .org.

Evaluate to judge or determine the significance, worth, or quality of

Publisher a person or company whose business is the publishing of books, newspapers, online articles,

computer software, etc.

Relevance relation to the matter at hand

Skeptic a person who questions the validity or authenticity of something appearing to be factual

URL web address you type into a browser to reach a website
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Photo Manipula�on Introduc�on

1. Choose Picture from Google Images

2. Save Picture to Desktop

3. Open PIXLR.COM

4. Load Picture into PIXLR.COM Application from Desktop

5. Make changes to picture

  a.  You must add some text, a background, and change the color or another feature for credit.

6. Save Formatted Picture to Desktop

7. SIGN-IN TO YOUR GOOGLE DRIVE, CLICK NEW AND UPLOAD FILE AND CHOOSE THE PICTURE YOU JUST

CREATED.

8.  Once you have Uploaded the File, SHARE it with your instructor for credit.

Digital Images Assignment #2: CREATE, ADJUST, ASSEMBLE and SHARE a Photo Collage as listed below

using pictures (Must Conform To Collegium Charter School Standard Use Guidelines) and use PIXLR.Com

to change them and make them your own. Follow the directions below:
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Photo Manipula�on Introduc�on

Mr. Scribner's Example Photo Collage

You must create a Photo Collage using 4 pictures of your choice. You need one picture for each of the

following 4 themes: FOOD, SPORTS, MUSIC, and PERSONAL GROWTH. Each picture must be chosen from

Google Images and manipulated with PIXLR.COM in some way. DO NOT JUST ADD PICTURES WITHOUT

ADJUSTING THEM. You must label your pictures in some way, and the words "Collage by (your name)" must

be on one of the pictures somewhere.  Theme DEFINITIONS are listed below:
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FOOD
 - Choose a food you like to eat or make.

SPORTS
 - Pick a sports team or player to highlight.

MUSIC
 - Share your favorite song, singer, or type of music. 

PERSONAL GROWTH
 - Pick an organization or group that you believe strongly in.

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Choose 4 Pictures from Google Images

2. Save 4 Pictures to Desktop

3. Open PIXLR.COM

4. Load each Picture into PIXLR.COM Application from Desktop

5. Make changes to each picture

a. You must add some text, a background, and change the color or another feature for credit.

6. Save Formatted Picture to Desktop...Repeat Until All 4 Pictures Have Been Edited

7. Open PIXLR.COM and Select PIXLR EXPRESS

8. Choose the COLLAGE Option from the Main Menu Screen

9. Add each of your 4 Pictures to the Collage (Any 4 Picture Layout Is OK)

10. Make any final changes or additions.

11. SAVE your Collage to your DESKTOP

12. OPEN Google Drive and UPLOAD your Photo Collage. SHARE it with your instructor for credit.

If you are finished early, try creating a SCHOOL-APPROPRIATE MEME and sharing it with your instructor for

additional credit.  You could also log into your Typing.Com or Khan Academy account and work on your

typing practice. I hope you enjoy this project as we start to think about future projects for this school year.
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Essen�al "55" Re�ec�on Project

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will complete a short writing assignment. Students will then learn to upload, manipulate, adjust,

save and share digital images with an online application.

STUDENTS MUST READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS WEBSITE PRIOR TO STARTING ANY ASSIGNED TASKS

TO RECEIVE FULL CREDIT FOR THIS PROJECT.

Students will use Google Images to select pictures for use today. Students will Copy the pictures selected to

the desktop of the computer they are working with. Students will learn how to use PIXLR.Com to upload,

manipulate, adjust, save and share the picture online. Students must complete the steps below to CREATE

and SHARE a Themed Photo Collage for credit.

A "Life Worth Living" Reflection Class Meeting Time:
Today I want you to think about your goals in life. Please review the following video in class: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja-n5qUNRi8

When you have reviewed it, participate in a brief discussion afterwards. What is the main message of the

video?  How can you apply that message to your life?  What decisions will you make because of that

message as you grow and mature?  Should others watch this video (why/why not)?

ESSENTIAL "55" by Ron Clark Worksheet Project:
Please follow the directions on the worksheet you received in class to complete this project for credit.

MAKE SURE YOUR READ ALL OF THE "55" RULES PRIOR TO CHOOSING THREE (3) TO WRITE ABOUT ON

THE WORKSHEET. If you do not get a worksheet in class, or you want to complete this at home for any

reason, I am providing links to a Google Document copy of the worksheet. You will need to Click the Link to

the "Essential 55 Goal Worksheet" and it will open in your Google Drive. Click FILE and MAKE A COPY to

create a copy of the worksheet in your own Google Drive. Complete the worksheet and then SHARE it with

your instructor for credit.
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Essen�al "55" Re�ec�on Project

NOTE: IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE UP A "RULE", YOU MAY INCLUDE ONE IN THE THIRD SPACE

PROVIDED ON THE WORKSHEET.

Here are the links you will need:

Essential "55" Audio Version

Essential "55" E-Book Link

Essential "55" Goal Worksheet

Essential "55" on Amazon

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will reflect on their goals and talents after viewing a video designed to help them understand how

important it is to recognize the power of having dreams and setting realistic goals to achieve them.

Students will also use class time to review the "Essential 55" document, choose their TOP 3 Rules, write

each rule, and explain why they chose the rule. Worksheets are due before class ends.

STUDENTS MUST READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS WEBSITE PRIOR TO STARTING ANY ASSIGNED TASKS.

PLEASE FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS AS GIVEN FOR FULL CREDIT!

ALL STUDENTS CAN WORK ON Typing.com, Code.Org, Khan Academy, or something for another class.  If

they are working quietly, they may use headphones to listen to music while they work.  If they are spending

more time picking music, or watching YouTube (or others), music privileges can be revoked at any time!

MyBIO Google Slides Presenta�ons 19-20 S1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1odJd6l4oIDpkWT7kU8PZtjfCjFLKx6/view?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GzPhHfQadNHOHN93-pL2PLJYsHV1DAnwQphY3X_sKKU/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.amazon.com/Essential-Award-Winning-Educators-Discovering-Successful/dp/0316424773/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=essential+55&qid=1583255751&sr=8-1
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Does teaching students to create their own video games help them learn?  Please read the following article

from FORBES Magazine:  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jordanshapiro/2013/07/09/are-kids-who-make-their-own-video-games-better-

prepared-for-the-digital-future/print/

Turn to your neighbor and talk about the kind of game you would create, if you could, and what you would

learn while you made it.  Open your GMail application using the Chrome Web Browser and Create and Email

to your instructor.  Use the following information to create the email:

TO: Your Instructor (Email Address)

SUBJECT:  Video Games

BODY OF EMAIL:  Write a paragraph (3-4 Sentences) using the R.A.C.E.S* method to construct an argument

for the type of game you would create, and why you want to create it.

*R - Repeat the Question, A - Answer The Question, C - Cite your Evidence, E- Examples of Evidence, S -

Summarize your Argument (Wrap-Up Sentence).

Today you will spend some time working on GAMESTAR MECHANIC!  This is an introductory program to

teach the basics of creating video games.  Please use the link below to join our class: 
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Once you have joined, spend time in class today working through the QUEST and initial levels.  You can work

on this from any place you have an internet connection.  Once you see how basic game design works, by

completing the story-line and levels, you will then be able to put this together with the basic coding we work

on later this year.  Take your time and work through this at your own pace.

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Scholars use a link provided on the class website to begin learning about how video games are created.

Each scholar will work on their own to work through the story-line and levels of the game-making process.

Scholars will be required to use Peer Mentoring to help each other through difficult levels prior to instructor

intervention.

Scholars will create individual accounts on Gamestar Mechanic using the link provided on the class

website.  Scholars will work independently on each level of the storyline to begin creating a video game.
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Autobiography Project Instructions
Today you will log in to your Google Gmail Account and then open your Google Drive. You will CREATE a new

document. This document will be a one-full-page Autobiography all about you. I have copied and pasted my

example below. Please use the whole page to describe everything about you since you were born. You must

use proper grammar, spelling, sentences, and be prepared to SHARE it directly from Google Drive to your

instructor.  You must use no larger than a 12-font Times New Roman and single space lines. Please leave a

line between paragraphs. I am looking forward to reading these, and you will be creating a Presentation

from the content later this week. Make sure you include LIKES, DISLIKES, where you grew up, things you did,

schools and activities you participated in, and add some things people do not know about you. Good Luck!

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1. CREATE DOCUMENT IN MS WORD (Office 365)

2. RENAME DOCUMENT: AUTOBIOGRAPHY (LAST NAME) P(?) S1

3. Check the Margins, Header and Footer for spacing issues.

4. Set FONT to Times New Roman

5. Set FONT SIZE to 12

6. Set LINE SPACE to Single

7. Type TITLE LINE: "Autobiography of (First Name) (Last Name)" [Bold & Underline]

8. Copy Questions Below Onto Document

9. Answer Each Question With A 4-5 Sentence Paragraph

10. Remove Questions (Delete) and leave a space between paragraphs

11. Add enough material to make sure you have typed a FULL PAGE for credit.

12. SHARE document with your instructor using Office365 or Google Docs, etc.

13. After Review, Make Any Requested Changes or Adjustments For Final Credit.

1. Name, Birth Date, Family, Where You Were Born
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1.  Name, Birth Date, Family, Where You Were Born?

2.  What I Like Doing At Home, School, In My Community and Schools I Have Attended?

3. People and Things That Are Precious To Me And Why?

4. What Do I Want To Be When I Get Older?

5. How Do Others See Me? What Contributions Do I Make To My Family/Community?

6. What Are My Other Ambitions/Goals/Desires In Life?

7. Anything Else I Want People To Know.... 

TIPS TO HELP YOU!

From:  http://www.lifescript.com/well-being/articles/0/9_tips_for_writing_your_autobiography.aspx?p=1

 Get a feel for the work. ...

 Understand your intended audience. ...

 Develop a core concept. ...

 Jump-start your memories. ...

 Organize your story. ...

 Keep your focus. ...

 Keep it interesting. ...

 Use writing tools.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MR. SCRIBNER
I was born in Bloomington, Indiana. I was raised in Indiana, Virginia, and Missouri until I was in the Second

Grade. My family moved to western Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. I attended schools in the Upper

Perkiomen School District from 2nd to 8th Grade. I was then transferred to St. Pius X High School in

Pottstown, PA for grades 9 thru 12.

Growing up in rural Pennsylvania had many advantages. I was active in sports, outdoor activities, and once I

was in Middle School, I was able to ride my bicycle just about anywhere. I also had many part time jobs

since the age of 12 to support myself. I started working on farms in my area to make extra money. I bailed

hay, milked cows, and chased calves around the barn when I accidentally left the gate to their pen open. I

then spent time working for a stone mason who lived on our block. I spent a summer lifting bricks and

blocks, mixing cement and building scaffolding systems. I learned a lot. I also delivered papers, worked at

local fast food restaurants, and did maintenance work on a local golf course throughout High School.

My grades were horrible throughout school. I graduated at the bottom of the class from my high school

despite scoring very well on standardized tests. I was accepted at Shippensburg University in 1986 for a

summer program called Act 101. I was also accepted to the Antonelli School of Art and Design for my

photography skills. In hindsight, I probably should have gone to the photography school. I did not succeed in

college and partied too much. Eventually I flunked out. It was not all bad though, I was put in the position of

needing to join the Army Reserve to help pay for school, and the leadership skills, training, and discipline

would ultimately make that one of the best decisions I have made in my entire life.

I went to Basic Training in 1988. I was stationed at Fort Jackson, SC for Initial training and Fort Gordon, GA

for “Commo” school. I made some of the best friends of my life while serving my country. I have excelled at

military training and went on to be deployed twice overseas after 9/11. I am still very interested in the

firearms training, first-aid, and other classes I was required to take. My military service also allowed me to

see the world and to really have an appreciation of what being born in the USA means. I have seen the

advantages that are taken for granted by others who have not had the same vision of poverty and war. I am

thankful for those experiences as well.
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I was married in 1992 to my oldest son’s mother. I was divorced and now am re-married to the mother of my

other son’s. My sons are 25, 13, and 10 and are awesome! I will celebrate my 16th anniversary of my

marriage to my wife this year. We live in our home near King of Prussia, PA. I began to try to be a teacher

while at Shippensburg in 1987. I wanted to be a history teacher, but found my way into other jobs as I

needed more money to support a family. I started in sales and customer service for various companies in

the Philadelphia area in 1991. With a new family and child to support, I took whatever job was available at

the time. I gradually, over the years, was able to turn one opportunity into another while moving from job to

job every 3-4 years. I got better at sales and more professional in my manners and appearance. I have sold

building products, health care services, engineering services, coatings and paints, and ultimately ended up

as a kitchen designer and architectural sales representative. I also went to Gwynedd Mercy College from

2004-2006 and finished my degree in Business Administration 20 years after beginning it at Shippensburg

University.

While on deployment in the Middle East in 2008, I was given the opportunity to take my Praxis (teacher’s)

exams. I scored very well with no preparation. When I returned from overseas, I went back to Gwynedd and

enrolled in the Teacher Certification program. I also approached the School District of Philadelphia for a job.

I was given an Emergency Certification and allowed to teach in January of 2009. I was at University City

High School for 3 years. I also taught Middle School at Crossroads Accelerated Academy at Meade. Most

recently, I was teaching K-8 classes at Roosevelt Elementary School in the Germantown section of

Philadelphia, and at Universal Vare Middle School in South Philadelphia. I am excited to be working here in a

suburban school now.

In addition to teaching, I coach many sports for my kids, I play volleyball and lead both worship and

missions teams at my church, and I spend time with my family as much as possible. I am also a Boy Scout

Leader for my sons. I am interested in sports, video games, and construction projects around my home. My

family and I also enjoy spending time outdoors fishing, camping, hiking, and riding bicycles.
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Foods I enjoy include anything grilled, ice cream, and spinach dip with pumpernickel bread. I love to cook

and enjoy cooking with my 13-year-old. In 2014 I completed my Masters Degree. I want to continue to coach

sports and work with the Boy Scouts (BSA), improve the curriculum here at my school, and continue to

teach as much as I can. Ultimately I might want to be a Principal or a Counselor as well.

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Students will learn to use Google Drive Documents by CREATING a

ONE-PAGE Autobiography. Students spend the next two class periods completing the assignment. They

must SHARE it with Instructor for Credit.

STUDENTS MUST START BY READING ALL DIRECTIONS ON CLASS WEBSITE!

Students will enter the room quietly. Once seated, they will log into their Google Account and Click on the

Google Drive Button in the Applications Menu (Waffle) of the Browser. They will Create a NEW Document.

They will immediately rename the document as outlined below. They Must SHARE the document with the

Instructor for Credit!
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MyBio Google Slides Presentation

Your assignment is to create a GOOGLE SLIDES PRESENTATION Slide Show that is all about you. Here is a

list of the requirements and some suggestions for what to include in your slides.

A) PRESENTATION

(1) Saved as “(Your Name) Bio” and emailed to your Instructor

(2) Have a logical order to your slides

     (a) Do NOT follow the slide suggestions order

  

(3) Use correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation

  

(4) Have 10 Slides

     (a) Include a Title Slide

     (b) Include a Birth Information Slide

(5) Have at least 4 Graphics/Photos that are related to their slides

Slide Suggestions: You may use these suggestions or come up with your own (APPROPRIATE CONTENT)

Title: First and Last Name **

Birth Information: Birthday, Birthplace, Length, Weight, and Time **
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Accomplishments: List at least three accomplishments.

(Future) Career: What you want to be? How you will do this?

Class Schedule: What is your schedule this semester?

Dislikes: Identify your dislikes.

Family Information: Family Size, Parents Names, Siblings

Favorites: Identify your favorite things.

Friends: Who are you friends? What do you do with them for fun?

Goals: List short-term goals (for the year). List intermediate goals (for the next 3 years).

List long-term goals ("Bucket-List" for the next 10 years).

Hobbies: Identify your hobbies.

Job: What is your job? What are your job duties?

Likes: Identify your likes.

People: Have different people make comments about you.

** Required Slides

STEPS TO COMPLETE PROJECT (READ ALL DIRECTIONS FIRST!)

1. Sign into Google Drive

2. Open NEW Slides Presentation

3. Rename SLIDES "MyBio (Your Last Name) P(?) S1"

     Example: MyBio SCRIBNER P1 S1
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4. Open new Browser Tab to Google Images

5. Select VIEW IMAGE of Full Size Pictures (You need at least 4 images in your project)

6. Save Images or Image URL's for Use In Presentation

7. Choose Template Style

8. Begin to enter personal information on each Slide.

9. Complete each slide by adding information and photos

10. SHARE with your Instructor for credit! DO NOT EMAIL! JUST SHARE IT!

11. Be Prepared To Present This To The Class In The Future!

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

 Students will use online collaboration tools (Google Drive) to create a 10-slide multimedia presentation. 

Students will follow directions and use photos, text, and color to highlight specific facts about their topic. 

Students will be able to understand the difference between a written report and how writing for a

presentation requires bullet-style sentences.

STUDENTS MUST READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS WEBSITE PRIOR TO STARTING ANY ASSIGNED TASKS. 

PLEASE FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS AS GIVEN FOR FULL CREDIT!

  Students will log into their Google Drive and open a New PRESENTATION.  Students will learn the basic

tools used to create a presentation.  Students will create a MY BIO Presentation about themselves. 

Students will use Google Images to select pictures for use today.  Students will Copy the pictures selected

to the desktop of the computer they are working with.  Students use PIXLR.Com to upload, manipulate,

adjust, save and add pictures to their project.  Students must complete the steps below to CREATE and

SHARE a MY BIO Presentation for credit.
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YOU MUST CREATE A HAND-DRAWN VERSION BEFORE WORKING ON A DIGITAL VERSION ONLINE!

To start, use a blank piece of paper to list your birthday, list all the schools you have attended, list any

significant events in your life (birthdays, deaths, weddings, graduations, holidays, family trips, honors,

awards, or any other events you can remember) and the dates they happened. Sign In to Google. Open

DRAW.IO and CONNECT it to your Google Drive. Open a New Blank Document. Begin to drag boxes into the

timeline and label them in order. Once you have created your first box with a date underneath, you can now

select the box, copy and paste a new one next to it, and link them with an arrow. Continue until you have

listed all the events up to today's date. You need to list 15 events to complete the project.
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To create your Family Tree, make a complete list of all of your parents, step-parents, aunts and uncles,

brothers and sisters, grandparents, and any other family members you can think of. Now begin dragging in

boxes and labeling them with each person's name and date of birth (if you know it). Now list weddings in

text between married couples. Make sure to line up each place-marker with others in the same generation.

Make sure you include extended family (Aunts, Uncles, Brothers, Sisters, Etc.) I would like you to do your

best to include at least 3 levels of your family tree. These should include siblings, parents, aunts & uncles,

grandparents, and anyone else you might know. Once you have your Timeline and Family Tree on one

document, Go To FILE and EXPORT and save it to the desktop as an IMAGE (JPEG) File. Upload the PNG File

to DROPBOX Link below for credit. YOU MUST ALSO UPLOAD THIS JPEG FILE TO YOUR GOOGLE DRIVE

AND SHARE IT FOR CREDIT,

See the sample above for some more clarity. Good Luck!

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS:

1. HAND-DRAW A VERSION FIRST! LOG INTO YOUR GOOGLE ACCOUNT

2. Open DRAW.IO on your computer and Click DIAGRAM Button to create a blank Diagram. Connect the

DRAW.IO Application to your Google Account.

3. Drag enough blocks into the workspace to allow for one block for each person in your IMMEDIATE Family.

4: Label Each Block with Person's Title (Dad, Mom, etc.) and First Name

5. Connect each block with who is related to who.

6. For the Timeline, you must drag in at least 15 blocks.

7. Label each block with event from your life.

8. Make a connection, in the order that the events occurred in your life, from one event to the next.
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9. If you have not completed your work before class ends, If you successfully connected your DRAW IO

account to your Google Account, your progress should automatically be saved.

10. Once complete, Click the SHARE Button and add your Instructor (email address). Make sure you click

CAN EDIT for credit. You also need to EXPORT your file as a Graphic Image (JPEG) and Upload the Picture

to the DROPBOX Link Below!

11. Open your Google Drive and click "NEW", Click "UPLOAD FILE", and choose your JPEG File from your

Desktop. Once the file is uploaded, Click "SHARE" and add hscribner@ccs.us to SHARE the file with me for

credit.

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Today students will be creating a Personal Timeline and Family Tree with DRAW.IO. Students will outline

major events in their lives and a complete list of family members. They will organize their items in

chronological order, create hand-drawn organizers, create digital versions of their work, and SHARE their

work using Google Drive.

STUDENTS WILL ENTER THE CLASS QUIETLY AND BEGIN WORKING! 

Students will work individually on the assigned projects. Students must complete a hand-drawn version of

the project prior to starting on their computer.

ALTERNATE PROGRAMS ONLINE: https://cacoo.com/ or https://bubbl.us/mindmap
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GOOGLE MAP PICTURE PROJECT:

Students must Log-In to Google and Open Google Drive.  Students will open another TAB on their browser

and go to Google Maps.  Using the Snipping Tool on Windows-Based computers, or the Print-Screen-

Funtion, students will create a picture of a fun place to go.  This location MUST BE LESS THAN 100 MILES

FROM SCHOOL!  They will open Microsoft PowerPoint/Google Slides on their Computer and copy the

picture into a single-slide.  They will add this slide to their MyBio Project for presentation.  Make sure your

MyBio Project contains this slide prior to presentations next week! See instructions below for specific

information:

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS:

1:  Log Into Google

2:  Open Google Drive

3.  Open Google Maps (Separate TAB)

4.  Choose Location  on Google Maps

5.  Identify Location and Write Notes on WHY you chose it.

6.  Use Snipping Tool (Windows-Based Computers) to take Picture (Image File) of Map

7.  Save Picture (Image File) to Desktop
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8.  Open Google Slides Application on Computer

9.  Create another slide for your MyBio Project with your Picture and Information about Location

10.  Download the PowerPoint/Google Slide as a JPEG File to Desktop

11.  EMAIL Single JPEG file to  your Instructor for credit.

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

 Students will be able to Log-In, Create, Share and Collaborate with Google Drive and the Google Suite of

Applications.  Students will learn how to Upload Files.  Students will also be able to use the Snipping Tool on

Windows-Based Computers to create images of items on the computer screen for use in web-based

projects.  Students will successfully share items and links with the others.

Students will enter the class quietly and quickly.  Student will Log-In to Google and Open their Google Drive.

 Students will participate in a class tutorial about accessing, creating and collaborating with the Google

Suite of Applications.  Students will also learn to use the Windows-Based Snipping Tool!  Students will

complete the lesson by Uploading and Sharing files for credit.
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Avatar Fun!  
CREATE AN AVATAR PROJECT:  When you enter the class, sit down, log in, and READ ALL
DIRECTIONS ON THIS SITE!  Once completed, use the following links to create an AVATAR for
yourself.  You must use the SNIPPING TOOL to take a snapshot of your AVATAR and make sure it is
on the TITLE SLIDE of your MyBio Project!  Make sure you use the AVATAR DROPBOX LINK to send
me your AVATAR for credit.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES MAY YOU USE AN IMAGE OF YOUR FACE FOR THIS!  No Identifying
images can be used for school security reasons.

An avatar is the graphical representation of the user or the user's alter ego or character. An icon or
figure representing a particular person in a video game, Internet forum, etc. ... The term "avatar" can
also refer to the personality connected with the screen name, or handle, of an Internet user.

Avatars
 can be custom-designed to create a truly unique appearance for each player. Once a user has created an 

avatar
, he or she becomes part of an online community filled with other users' 

avatars
. Players can interact with other 

avatars.

Here are some of our top criteria in the selection of an avatar.
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1. Don't use a default avatar. Nothing screams newbie like selecting one of the default images as your

avatar – make it personal.

2. Pick one avatar for all communication. ...

3. KISS – Keep it Simple Stupid. (You are not really stupid, just a figure of speech) ...

4. Make it interesting. ...

5. Logo or Photo.

If you can't use the sites above you can also look for AVATAR-like images, choose one, use the snipping tool

and pixlr.com to make a "square" image to use as an AVATAR. See my example below:

Site you might like to try:

faceyourmanga.com avachara.com cartoonify.de avatarmaker.com

If you complete this you should upload your AVATAR to your Instructor's DROPBOX Link, and include your

AVATAR on the Title Slide of your MyBio Project.  

Academic/Learning Objectives

Students will spend time creating an individual AVATAR to use as a creative alternative to putting their face

on online content.  This can be used as a security measure, and be a unique way to express themselves.

Project: Scholars will use class time productively to review Grade-Specific levels on RTII for MATH, ELA, and

READING COMPREHENSION:  Typing.com, Khan Academy, Prodigy Math, Sumdog, or others.
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Sounda�on Music Project

"Music improves brain health and function in many ways. It makes you smarter, happier and more

productive at any age. Listening is good, playing is even better." https://bebrainfit.com/music-brain/

As you enter the room today, read the following article:

https://www.blhsnews.com/opinion/2015/09/29/how-does-music-affect-our-lives/# 

then go to your GMAIL and create an email to your Instructor as follows:

To: (Instructor Email Address)

Subject:  MUSIC

Body of Email: How Does Music Affect You In Your Daily Life? How Often Do You Listen To Music? What Is

Your Favorite Type Of Music, And Why? What Was The Last Song You Listened To, And How Did It Make You

Feel?

SOUNDATION PROJECT:

We will be using Soundation to create unique, and customized pieces of music. You must follow the

directions below, and export your music as a .WAV-File so you can use it in an upcoming project. Please

follow the directions below to begin creating music with Soundation.com. If you have already used this

program, it is your obligation in class to help others. We will discuss the Essential Questions below in class

prior to working on Soundation.com. HAVE FUN WITH THIS PROJECT!
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:   

Why Does Music Make Us Feel?   

Why Does Music Move Us? (PBS)

The Power Of Music!   

The Power of Music (Funny)

YOU MAY ONLY USE SOUNDATION. YOU MAY NOT LISTEN TO MP3's OR OTHER COMMERCIALLY

AVAILABLE MUSIC.

Today is your day to familiarize yourself with how the program works, and how to navigate around the

different toolboxes. Save anything that you want to keep by uploading files to your Google Drive or save

them to your desktop. Because other students use these computers, there is no guarantee that your work

will be here tomorrow.

SOUNDATION.COM INTRODUCTION: Open the Soundation.com Application. I have included a short VIDEO

from YouTube to help you work independently. Once I have finished the demonstration in class, use your

headphones to listen to your work while you create a personal track. Try to create a track that is over 25

seconds in length, and includes any of the instruments listed in the Loop Browser. You will be using the final

cut of this track you are creating as the background for the Marquise Project in OPENSHOT Video Editor

later in the Marking Period. Make sure it sounds like you want it too. When you are done look under the FILE

section to Export Song To Disk as a LOW-RES MP3 File and save it. You must upload your file to your

GOOGLE DRIVE and SHARE it with MR. S for credit. Please upload the file to the DROPBOX Link below as

well:

When you have finished the project, use the GRADING RUBRIC below to figure out your score on this project.

Additional learning should include working on completing the Music Lyric Project listed below, or use

SOUNDATION.COM (Link Below) to create another unique song and EXPORT it as a LOW-RES MP3 file for

use later. Have Fun With This Project!
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Step By Step Instructions
 Log In To Computer and Go To Soundation.com

 Click on STUDIO and select either Flash Version or Chrome Version.

 Create Music with at least 3 loops (minimum)

 When finished, Click FILE and "Export LOW-RES MP3 File" to your Desktop

 Play the file using Media Player and make sure it is at least 25-seconds long for credit.

 If you have access to Google Drive, Upload your file to your GDRIVE and SHARE it with  your instructor

for credit.

 Once the file is on your Desktop, Open the Class Assignment Site and find the Soundation Project

Post.

 If you were able to sign into GOOGLE, you must also SHARE your file with me once it is uploaded to

your Google Drive.
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GRADING RUBRIC:

CATEGORY 10 8 6 R - Redo

3 Loops
Minimum

3 or more
loops used

2 loops
used

Only 1 loop
used

Not
Completed

Loops
Blended
Correctly

All Loops
Sound
Correctly
Blended

One Loop Is
Off Key or
Out Of
Sequence

Multiple Loops
Are Off Key Or
Out Of
Sequence

Not
Completed

File Is
Exported
As LOW-RES
MP3 �le

File Correctly
Exported To
Desktop

File
Exported
But Lost

File Not
Exported

Not
Completed

File Is
Uploaded to
GDRIVE and
SHARED for
credit.

File Is
Uploaded
Correctly

File Is Not
Uploaded
Correctly

Overall
Effort

Scholar worked
diligently on the
project and has at
least a 25 seconds
WAV to use

Scholar included
most items, but
WAV is less than
20 seconds
long.

Scholar\'s WAV is
too short and lacks
more items or was
not shared correctly
for credit

Project not
completed at
all

Once you are finished with these steps, you should now CHECK your website. Once your link is active, you

have finished today's assignment. 
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Sounda�on Music Project

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

SWBAT CREATE a 25 second WAV file for use in an upcoming project. Scholar will use Soundation.com on

Windows Destop (Chrome) or similar music production software to create, adjust, save, share, work with an

original music arrangement using pre-downloaded LOOPS.

Project: Scholars will open Soundation and use pre-downloaded LOOPS to create an original music (WAV)

project of  +25 seconds in length. Scholars who do not bring headphones may complete an alternate project

by reading articles about writing lyrics and submitting a Google Document with an original song of some

kind. Scholars must also complete a Constructed Response on Google Classroom about Music and

Learning.

Alternate Project for those without HEADPHONES:

(Extra Credit for those who already created a Soundation Music Track.)

MUSIC LYRIC PROJECT:

Open a Google Document or MS Word Document and name it "(YOUR LAST NAME) Music Lyrics (Class

Day/Number)". Read and review the following articles on writing music (like poetry), write your song in the

document and SHARE it with your Instructor for credit.

IF YOUR GOOGLE IS NOT WORKING,

http://www.wikihow.com/Write-Song-Lyrics

http://robinfrederick.com/learn-how-to-write-a-song/

https://www.google.com/search?q=writing+music+lyrics&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8

USE THE FOLLOWING OUTLINE AS A GUIDE TO WRITE A SONG LYRIC. CHANGE UP DIFFERENT VERSIONS

TO CUSTOMIZE IT:
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Sounda�on Music Project

Introduction

A

A

B

A

B

B

C

B

D

D

D

E

E

F

Wrap-Up
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�deo Logo (Formerly Movie Marquis) Project

Have you ever wanted to make a video to post on YouTube, Twitter, or Facebook? With this tutorial, you will

be able to add music, transitions and effects to images and video clips in order to make fun videos to share

with your friends. You will need to have a Windows computer and it will helpful to already have a folder with

images (JPEG) or video clips (MOV), and at least one music (WAV, MP3) file.

OpenShot Video Editor (WeVideo.com) Movie Marquis Project Directions 

You will be making a number of movies with OpenShot Video Editor during this class. Starting later this

week you will work on creating a Public Service Announcement (PSA) with a partner. Start thinking of ideas

now so you will be able to pick something for next week.

Watch the following clip on your own to get ideas about your Video Logo. This is a short movie clip (10-15

seconds) that you will add to the end of your PSA to "sign" it. The Video Logo you are creating should be a

reflection of your personality, and is intended to let people know who created the movie it follows. It can be

used at the end or the beginning of a movie. I want you to pretend you are creating a Movie Production

Studio and give some thought to the kind of movies and messages you would like to support. Be creative

and have fun with this project. It can be serious, funny or anything you want it to be. Please make sure you

use the clip you created in Soundation for this project. You may find pictures and other video clips online or

sign out a camera. I have a limited amount of equipment, so you will have to share. 
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�deo Logo (Formerly Movie Marquis) Project

Please create a Video Logo (Movie Marquis) in OpenShot Video Editor. It should be 10 to 15 seconds
long and use audio, pictures/video, titles and effects. You must create your music for this project
with Soundation. YOU MAY NOT USE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MUSIC!
When you have edited the movie and created it, please use the EXPORT the Video Logo and save both  the

files and the video to the desktop. Upload the completed Video Logo file to your Google Drive and share it

with me for credit for the project.

Alternative Online Project (WeVideo) with watermark:

WEVIDEO.COM Information and Tutorials

Create an account and SIGN IN on WEVIDEO.COM, 

CLICK on the link for HELP and follow directions.

STEP BY STEP DIRECTIONS TO COMPLETE PROJECT BELOW:

Step 1: Download or Create Music with Soundation (You must EXPORT your Music as a .WAV file and place

it on the Desktop of your Computer.

Step 1A: You may need to use AUDACITY (See Windows Computer) to Load and EXPORT your music file

from Soundation. Here is how: 

 Choose Saved File from Soundation on Desktop. 

 Open Audacity and DRAG your Music File into the Audacity Workspace 

 Click FILE and EXPORT as WAV File. 

 Choose Desktop to save the new file too. Use New WAV file 
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�deo Logo (Formerly Movie Marquis) Project

Step 2: Find and Download 1-3 Pictures or Images you are interested in using. Place those Images on the

Desktop of your Computer.

Step 3: Open OpenShot Video Editor or wevideo.com and using the FILE Menu click on NEW PROJECT

Step 4: Name your Project "(Your Last Name) Video Logo P(?)" and SAVE it to Desktop.

Step 5: Use the CHOOSE PHOTOS/VIDEO BUTTON to select video/image files to use.

Step 6: Use the CHOOSE MUSIC BUTTON to select the audio file you will use.

Step 7: Use the pointer to place images and pictures in the proper order for the video.

Step 8: Use toolbars to enter TITLES and Text.

Step 9: Use toolbars to add effects and transitions.

Step 10: Save the final file to the DESKTOP.

Step 11: Upload and SHARE your Final Movie Project using Google Drive. 

YOU MUST INCLUDE A TITLE SLIDE WITH THE NAME OF YOUR COMPANY, AND ANOTHER ONE WITH THE

FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

Grading Rubric 

Within Time Limit = 15 points 

Clear Pictures = 15 points 

Titles = 15 points 
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�deo Logo (Formerly Movie Marquis) Project

Appropriate Music = 15 points 

Effects / Transitions = 15 points 

GDrive Shared = 15 points 

Creative (Subjective) = 10 points 

Total Score = x/100 points

Here are links to my BIG DADDY PRODUCTIONS 2016 Movies: (FEB) (SEP)

Royalty-Free Video Clips https://www.videezy.com/free-video/ https://pixabay.com/videos/

https://www.videvo.net/ https://videos.pexels.com/

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Students will be able to use OpenShot Video Editor to create a short (10-15 second) Video Logo (Movie

Marquis). Students will be given an introduction to OpenShot VE today. Before we start with OpenShot VE,

you will watch a short video about Movie Studio Logo’s. Please complete the Technology GMAIL

Constructed Response, then follow all directions listed.

Project: Each Student will create a Video Logo (Movie Marquis) using OpenShot Video Editor. You must be

able to save your work, export your Movie, and upload it to your Google Drive. You will then SHARE your file

with me for credit. 

YOU NEED YOUR OWN EARPHONES/EARBUDS TO WORK ON THIS!
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ClipChamp �deo Applica�on Online

ClipChamp �deo Applica�on Online

Today you will be creating another video logo using a browser-based application.  Make sure to read all

directions prior to starting, sign into your CCS Google Account, and connect the application to your Google

Drive.  This will allow you to save and share your projects for class.  Good Luck!

"At Clipchamp we have a simple mission: help everyone to become a creator of awesome video content.

Whether it’s in a professional or private context, videos get the point across easier and are just more fun to

consume. We make sure they are also fun to create."

Make and edit with Create, receive with Collect, or convert, compress and record with  Utilities.

Use the video below to learn how to use this online application:
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ClipChamp �deo Applica�on Online

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Students will be able to use ClipChamp online to create a short (10-15 second) Video Logo (Movie Marquis).

Students will be given an introduction to ClipChamp today. Before we start with ClipChamp, you will watch a

short video about Movie Studio Logo’s. Please complete the Technology GMAIL Constructed Response,

then follow all directions listed.

Project: Each Student will create a Video Logo (Movie Marquis) using ClipChamp Video Editor. You must be

able to save your work, export your Movie, and upload it to your Google Drive. You will then SHARE your file

with me for credit. 
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

"There are many different definitions for a public service announcement (PSA) or public service ad, but the

simplified version of PSAs are messages in the public interest disseminated by the media without charge,

with the objective of raising awareness, changing public attitudes and behaviour towards a social issue." -

Wikipedia Definition 

Example:   FORTNITE4EDU Video Example by MR. S

Here Is The BEST Source for Information on how to MAKE A Public-Service Announcement:

http://tbedtech.weebly.com/

PROJECT STEPS:

1.  READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS POST BEFORE BEGINNING PROJECT

2.  Choose a PARTNER and a TOPIC

  a.  Use resources online to choose a topic.  Research ideas for your project.

3.  Create a NEW Google Document Named "

Over the next few days you will be completing a Public Service Announcement using OpenShot Video

Editor.  Directions are listed below>
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

TODAY: You will work with your assigned partner to CHOOSE A TOPIC, COLLECT OR MAKE PHOTOS FOR

CONTENT, DECIDE ON MUSIC, and RESEARCH AT LEAST 4 FACTS!

Getting Started (from Center For DIGITAL Education Website)

1. Choose your topic. Pick a subject that is important to you, as well as one you can visualize. Keep your

focus narrow and to the point. More than one idea confuses your audience, so have one main idea per

PSA.

2. Time for some research - you need to know your stuff! Try to get the most current and up to date facts

on your topic. Statistics and references can add to a PSA. You want to be convincing and accurate.

3. Consider your audience. Are you targeting parents, teens, teachers or some other social group?

Consider your target audience's needs, preferences, as well as the things that might turn them off.

They are the ones you want to rally to action. The action suggested by the PSA can be almost

anything. It can be spelled out or implied in your PSA, just make sure that message is clear.

4. Grab your audience's attention. You might use visual effects, an emotional response, humor, or

surprise to catch your target audience. Be careful, however, of using scare tactics. Attention getters

are needed, but they must be carefully selected. For example, when filming a PSA about controlling

anger, a glass-framed picture of a family can be shattered on camera. This was dramatic, but not

melodramatic. Staging a scene between two angry people to convey the same idea is more difficult to

do effectively.

5. Create a script and keep your script to a few simple statements. A 30-second PSA will typically

require about 5 to 7 concise assertions. Highlight the major and minor points that you want to make.

Be sure the information presented in the PSA is based on up-to-date, accurate research, findings

and/or data.

6. Storyboard your script.

7. Film your footage and edit your PSA.

8. Find your audience and get their reaction. How do they respond and is it in the way you expected?

Your goal is to call your audience to action. Are they inspired?
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

VIDEO FROM VIMEO (OTHER SOURCES) http://savevideo.me/

https://www.onlinevideoconverter.com/youtube-converter Royalty-Free Video Clips

https://www.videezy.com https://pixabay.com/videos/ https://www.videvo.net/ https://videos.pexels.com/

Links For Music (MP3's) https://www.freesound.org/browse/tags/sound-effects/

http://freemusicarchive.org/ http://www.audiomack.com/

PSA Bibliography Google Document Requirements
You and your partner must CREATE and SHARE a Google Document with Mr. S (hscribner@ccs.us) that has

a paragraph about the reason you chose your topic, the names of the two students who worked on your

PSA, and the six references that you used to find your facts. The following format must be used:

Document Name:  "PSA Project (Topic of Project), (Last Names) P(?)

Students Collaborating: (Me) & (You)

Topic:

Reason For Choosing Topic:

References Used:

"(Fact 1)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found

"(Fact 2)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found

"(Fact 3)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

"(Fact 4)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found

"(Fact 5)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found

"(Fact 6)". Author, Website/Book/Article/Place Found 

GRADING / RUBRIC

The Public Service Announcement must use a minimum of 5 pictures or video clips

PSA must have at least four (4) different sources of information.

PSA must be no less than 30-seconds in length and no more than 1:00 minute in length

PSA must have smooth transitions between pictures

PSA must use at least one piece of music. If more, smooth transitions between sound bites

PSA must have at least 4 facts about your topic, and you must complete your Google Document

Bibliography (source list).

PSA must be published as a movie file and viewable by Media Players

Following is the grading outline:

  60 points for neatness (smooth transitions)

  60 points for completeness (All items present)

  20 points for within time limits

  20 points for partner review
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

  20 points for completed Bibliography Google Document

  20 points for a complete Storyboard (Storyboardthat.com)

CATEGORY
4 3 2 1

Concept Student has a clear
picture of the
message he/she is
trying to convey
through the PSA.

Student has a
fairly clear picture
of the message
he/she is trying to
convey through
the PSA.

Student has
brainstormed
his/her
message, but
no clear focus
has emerged
for the PSA.

Student has spent
little effort on
brainstorming and
refining his/her
message.

Originality Presentation shows
considerable
originality and
inventiveness. The
content and ideas are
presented in a unique
and interesting way.

Presentation
shows some
originality and
inventiveness. The
content and ideas
are presented in
an interesting way.

Presentation
shows an
attempt at
originality and
inventiveness.

Presentation is a
rehash of other
people's ideas
and/or graphics
and shows very
little attempt at
original thought.

Use of
Graphics and
Images

All graphics and
images are attractive
and support the
theme/content of the
PSA.

Most graphics and
images are
attractive and
support the
theme/content of
the PSA.

Some graphics
are attractive
but a few do
not seem to
support the
theme/content
of the PSA.

Several graphics
are unattractive
AND detract from
the content of the
PSA.
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

Digital
Camera Use
(If Used)

Pictures are high
quality. The main
subject is in focus,
centered, and of an
appropriate size
compared to other
objects in the
picture.

Pictures are good
quality. The main
subject is not quite in
focus, but is it is clear
what the picture is
about.

Pictures are of
marginal
quality.The
subject is in
focus but it is
not clear what
the picture is
about.

No picture
taken OR
picture of
poor quality.

Overall
Effectiveness

Project includes all
material needed to
gain a comfortable
understanding of the
topic. It is a highly
effective PSA.

Project includes most
material needed to gain
a comfortable
understanding of the
topic, but is lacking one
or two key elements. It
is an effective PSA.

Project is
missing more
than two key
elements. It is
a slightly
effective PSA.

Project is
lacking
several key
elements and
has
inaccuracies
that make it
an ineffective
PSA.

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Scholars will be able to use OpenShot Video Editor to create a short (30-60 second) 

Movie “Public Service Announcement”.  Scholars will be able to select photos and video clips, choose

music, and create a PSA about a topic that is important to them. 

They will work with a partner to create the PSA.

Prep Day: YOU MUST REGISTER YOUR PARTNER AND TOPIC FIRST!
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Public Service Announcement (OpenShot) �deo Project

Project: Each Student will create a PSA, with a partner using OpenShot Video Editor (or other similar

program). You must be able to save your work, export your Movie, and upload it to your Google Drive. You

will then SHARE your MOVIE file with me for credit. 

YOU NEED YOUR OWN EARBUDS TO WORK ON THIS!

PSA TOPIC LIST SUGGESTIONS

Big Brothers/Big Sisters Nutrition Bullying Peer Pressure Cell phones Profanity Censorship Racism Cheating

Respect for Handicapped Cyberbullying Seatbelts Cyber Safety Shoplifting Dangerous Driving Smoking

Depression Speed Limit Drinking and Driving Sportsmanship Energy Conservation Stay in School Exercising

Helmet Safety Talk to your kids Healthy Habits Talk to your parents Homework Texting and Driving Hunger

Underage Drinking Fighting Vandalism Fire Safety Volunteering Learn to Read Voting Littering Water

Conservation
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: Career Explorer

Career Explorer
When you have completed your video, and you are sure you are caught up on any other assignments, please

go to  https://www.careerexplorer.com/

https://www.sokanu.com/career-test/  

 

Create an account using your email address and take the Career Assessment (approximately 30 minutes). 

When you are finished, please open a Gmail to write a paragraph about your experience with the

assessment, and whether you think it helped you, or not.  Make sure to refer back to this assessment at

different times in your education to see changes or similarities.  Good Luck!

EMAIL RESPONSE

To: (Your Instructor's Email)

Subject:  Career Explorer Reflection

Body of Email:  Please write 3-4 sentences (paragraph format) about what you thought about the Career

Explorer and your results.  Use the R.A.C.E.S method to write the paragraph.

R.A.C.E.S.: Repeat the Question,  Answer the Question, Cite Evidence, Examples, and Summarize
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: Career Explorer

Example Paragraph:  

(R)  Career Explorer by Sokanu allowed me to honestly respond to
questions about career choices, and different duties required by various
jobs.  (A) I completed the survey and it determined that education would
be a good �t for me.  I like to (C) speak publicly and help others learn
new things.  (E) My time in sales and marketing help me to work with
many types of personalities and allows me to think quickly on my feet. 
(S)  I believe the results were accurate, and that a career in education
is the best choice for me.

From the website description:

CareerExplorer has developed the most comprehensive career test ever built.

The CareerExplorer career test is a comprehensive interest, personality, and preference assessment that

measures you against over 140 traits and uses that data to accurately find your top matches with our 800+

career encyclopedia.

Other career finder quiz sites ask you obvious questions to match you against generic careers like teacher,

nurse, and fireman. Our career test actually builds a psychometric model of who you are and matches you

against career data we collect from multiple sources.
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: History of Digital Anima�on

Today you will learn about the History of Digital Animation. Please enter class and sign into your Google

Accounts (If you are in the Technology Lab). Begin the class by viewing the following website about PIXAR

ANIMATION (Click Here). Please watch the video on the bottom of the main page ("25 Years of Pixar

Animation"). If you do not have access to technology, you may sit quietly and review the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sfzy05M-nzY Make sure you take some notes while you watch.

When you are done viewing the video you will discuss, as a class, some of the videos and movies you are

familiar with, and how they were made. Please be specific about the techniques and animation used in the

video you just watched. How has animation changed over the course of history, and where could it be

going? What are some of the technologies used that are new, and how are we using these technologies in

class to create our own video clips. Please review the  PIXAR DIGITAL ANIMATION PRESENTATION here.

Show the following PIXAR Animation SHORT FIlm: "That Was So Cute Bird" (Click Here)

When you have completed the discussion, you should open the following Google Document "History of

Digital Animation Worksheet" Make sure you click FILE and MAKE A COPY to put one in your Google Drive.

Make sure you SHARE your COPY with me as soon as you create it, to turn it in. Then you may follow the

directions and complete the research portion of the project. If you do not have access to a computer or

Ipad, please complete the printed copy on your own for homework. You may turn it in tomorrow.

Finally, Please spend some time working on your Digital Animation Project. Make sure you re-read ALL

DIRECTIONS, and make sure you are completing the project correctly. SHARE the project you have created

in your Google Drive for credit.

VOCABULARY

Animation A filmmaking technique where the illusion of motion is created frame-by-frame. The word comes

from the Latin word, "anima," meaning "life" or "soul".

Animator The person who draws the moving character in an animated film.
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: History of Digital Anima�on

Background A flat piece of artwork that is the setting for a moving character in an animated film. A

background could be a picture of a forest, a sky, a room, or a castle.

Cell A clear piece of plastic on which the animator's finished drawings are painted. The cel is clear so that

when placed over the background, the animated characters appear to be in a setting.

Frame An individual still picture on a strip of film. 24 frames equal one second of a motion picture.

Frame-by-Frame The filmmaking technique in animation where each frame is exposed one at a time and the

object being photographed is slightly altered for each picture.

Ink and Paint The step in cel animation where the animator's drawings are placed on cels to be

photographed. A drawing is outlined on the front of the cel with black ink, while the back of the cel is

painted.

Kinestasis (Kin-e-sta'-sis) An animation technique using a series of still photographs or artwork to create

the illusion of motion.

Model Sheet A reference sheet for animators that shows a number of different poses of an animated

character. The model sheet also shows how characters relate in size to other characters.

Pixilation (Pik si la' shun) A stop-motion technique in which life-size props or live actors are photographed

frame-by-frame. When viewed, they appear to be moving at a fast speed.

Script The written story of a film that supplies dialogue, camera moves, background, staging and action.

Squash and Stretch A drawing technique used by animators and originally developed at the Disney Studio to

show exaggerated movements in characters. For example, if you wanted a character to jump, you would

draw him close to the ground as if 'squashed' and then you would 'stretch' him out as he went into the air.
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Storyboard A "storyboard" is a visual representation of a story. Pictures can be sketched on pieces of paper

and pinned to a large board, or they can be drawn on a large piece of paper, comic-book style, to represent

scenes in a film. A story sketch should show character, attitude, feelings, entertainment, expressions, type

of action, as well as telling the story of what's happening. When you look at a board, it should reflect the

feeling of the sequence so the viewer starts to pick up some excitement and stimulation. A story sketch

artist at an animation studio us usually an artist who has special interest in illustration, design, appearance,

and character.

Zoetrope (zo'-e-trop) An early animation device that spins drawings in a revolving drum to create the illusion

of motion. Inbetweens Drawings that are in between the drawings that are at the beginning and end poses.

Extremes Drawings that are at the beginning and end of a particular pose.

RESOURCES

History of Digital Animation (TX - TEKS) Lesson Plan

Vocabulary

History of Animation Worksheet (Google Doc)

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Scholars Students will learn about the History of Digital Animation through online research and classroom

discussion. Scholars will be able to create "mini" animations using an online application.  Scholars will also

continue creating the basic drawing that will be used for a future "line-art" digital animation project.

 Scholars will send and email to your Instructor about the "History of Animation" and discuss what they like,

or do not like about the project.  You must write at least 4-5 sentences in paragraph form.  State your

position about the project, and provide facts and opinions to defend your position. RESTATE the Question,

ANSWER the Question, CITE your Evidence, EXAMPLES of your Evidence in your conclusion.  Make sure you

wrap up your thoughts with a SUMMARY sentence.
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Scholars will sign into Google Drive as they enter the class.  Scholars will read all directions on this post

thoroughly and review the YouTube video about the "History of Digital Animation".  Students will discuss

various animation techniques presented in the video.  Students will then complete a History of Digital

Animation Worksheet using online resources.  Students may use the balance of time left to work on their

own digital animation projects that are previously listed on the Class Assignment Site.
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SPECIAL FUN APPLICATION FOR FRIDAY:  Please go to https://www.piskelapp.com/

Piskel, free online sprite editor. A simple web-based tool for Spriting and Pixel art. Create pixel art, game

sprites and animated GIFs. Free and open-source.

Once you have created a PISKEL you are happy with, use the following dropbox link to share it for credit!

The Wick Editor is a free, open-source tool for creating games, animations, and everything in-between!  

https://www.wickeditor.com/#/

Digital Animation Video Clip Introduction:

Today you will begin to create a Digital Animation Video Clip. There are many resources for creating digital

movies, as listed below. Before class is over, read all the directions in this post and learn about different

types of ANIMATION.  Then OPEN Google Slides/PowerPoint on Computer and begin to create a "stick-

figure" background scene for your longer digital animation using the draw tools found in each of those

programs/applications.

DO NOW:  Create/Send Technology Constructed Response Email

TO: (Your Instructor)

SUBJECT: Digital Animation Project CR

BODY:  Describe, in 1-2 Sentences, what type of animation/cartoon you are interested in creating.  Think

about any topic you like, and try to imagine a cartoon that illustrates (and creates action and characters)

your idea or subject.  
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First Animations:  
Fantasmagoria 
Gertie the Dinosaur 
How Original Animations Are Made  
12 Principals of Animation 
The Difference Between DISNEY & PIXAR 
Animation Careers  
First Mickey Mouse Cartoon 
Post-It Note Animation (Wall) 
Acorn's Story 
FlipBook Goku vs Superman 
 The Origin of Lego Movie 
 How to Make a Lego Brickfilm

Pixar Examples:  
History of Pixar Logo
Top Ten Pixar Shorts
For The Birds

Mr. S' Examples 
Snowman & Crowd Animation
Mountain Cabin Scene (Helicopter)
Basketball Court (Red/Blue Play)
Two Monkeys Short Clip
Two Monkeys MS Movie Maker Video

Resources & Examples
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swh448fLd1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGXC8gXOPoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7W2KItoS3Ww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDqjIdI4bF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdjMnl3NAPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDScLm61Qhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6c_WgxTsMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpWM0FNPZSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_Ug20cNkOE
https://youtu.be/as7rmpQnGFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVe5XPU10Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSMB-JBtG34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOy-0KaYMF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38xPG3O6tqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T63MCogI4sM
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RIJ73UwmtM7Qk46uefGwfmtO-1GOjWjjFHuW0YTFfc4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13PEmrjBfB02vTH2nKB6cczRjUM9NjsOUbBVwgJi__OI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1gA2aGFwwcLi-YE_qFLilXbh6kYp2znABbUT9NP20l8E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pX9Vma6s-kiGN08RytHqJvSw9M0GDt_2twYcz_9us6Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bygetfy3pCdLeFMzWVk1MTQ4QmM/view?usp=sharing
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You will be using your scene to create a 200-slide (minimum) animated scene. Eventually you will
EXPORT your slides as Images (JPEG) and using MS Movie Maker to create a Digital Animation with
Music, Titles, and Credits.

When you make animation you have to create each picture on the film.

There are normally 25-40 pictures per second. When animating we recreate the laws of nature as we are

able to relate to the action. However, with animation we can do a lot more than just follow the laws of

nature. We can do anything, we can tell the story just as it is in our dreams.

Animation is a tool of communication.

When we animate we must not forget to put idea and intention in the movements. A movement without idea

and intention is boring. Another great communication tool is the contrast; fast/slow, backwards/forwards

and so on. If we remember this it makes us animate better. So if you want to animate something going up,

you think go down first. If you you want to stretch your character, you squash him first. The best thing is to

do the movement yourself or make a friend do it so you can study the movement. This also helps you plan

your animation. The better you know what to do, the better you can animate it.
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DIGITAL SCENE & BACKGROUND PICTURE

CREATION PROJECT DIRECTIONS

A. CREATE A BACKGROUND SCENE TO START WITH:
Step 1: Log into Google or Open Microsoft PowerPoint on your Computer

Step 2: Create NEW Slides Presentation or NEW Presentation in PowerPoint

Step 3: Use the Drawing Tools to make a stick figure scene. Make sure to place specific layers in order and

use a variety of colors and styles to make it vibrant.

Step 4: Export you Presentation/Slide as an Image and Upload to Google Drive

Step 5: SHARE your Image with your Instructor for credit.

REMOVE THE BACKGROUND FROM AN IMAGE USING: 

https://www.remove.bg/ 

https://www.inpixio.com/remove-background/ 

https://online.photoscissors.com/
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B. ANIMATE IT:
 Your project must include at least 200 slides (Minimum).

 It must have at least 3 layers of depth: Foreground, Middle Ground, Background.

 It must have at least 3 things moving during the course of the animation. 

 Your motion must incorporate LAYERS of movement where items move in-front or behind each other.

 You must Upload and SHARE your project with instructor using Google Drive for credit.

C. MAKE IT INTO A MOVIE:

Step 1. Open your project in Google Slides/MS Powerpoint. If you created it in Google Slides you must

Download it in MS Powerpoint to Export the slides together.

Step 2. EXPORT your slides as JPEG Image Files to the Desktop.

Step 3. IMPORT your JPEG Image Files into MS MOVIE MAKER/OpenShot/IMovie, etc.

Step 4. Using OpenShot Video Editor, you must create a Digital Animation "Short-Film" by making each

image "flash" for around 1/2-second each. This will give the impression that the images are animated. You

should add Titles, Credits, and a short burst of music to finish the film.

YOU MUST IMPORT AT LEAST ONE (1) SOUND EFFECT/MUSIC AND ADD IT TO THE ANIMATION PRIOR TO

SAVING IT!  (You can use freesound.org and audacity to record sound effects or music for use in this

project.)

Step 5. SAVE MOVIE as an MP4 file, Upload it to Google Drive, and SHARE it with Mr. S for credit.

Have Fun with this project. If you would like to know more, here is the original link to 50 more digital

animation websites at TEACHTHOUGHT.COM (Click Here)! Good Luck!
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1. Click on the image that has background you want to remove.

2. On the Format tab, click Remove Background.

3. PowerPoint will automatically select the part of the image to be kept.

4. Adjust the selection to cover the area of the image that you want to keep.

5. On the Background Removal Tool tab, click Mark Areas to Remove and select any other area that you

want to remove.

6. When you’re finished, click Keep Changes.
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RUBRIC FOR DIGITAL ANIMATION PROJECT

Item / Points 15 10 5

Animation
and
Rendering 

20 %

Accomplished
Animation and
rendering is done
well, works
properly and is
saved in an
appropriate file
format. All files
are properly
named as
required

Developing
Animation and
rendering is
average, works
properly for the
most part. Few
files are properly
named as
required

Beginning
Animation and
rendering does
not work properly
or is not
saved/rendered
properly.Files are
not properly
named as
required

Model
Complexity 

20 %

Accomplished
Model is mostly
complex and/or
detailed but lacks
some evidence of
sub-object
modeling to
define/refine
modeled details

Developing
Model is mostly
simplistic and/or
lacks evidence of
sub-object
modeling to
define/refine
modeled details

Beginning
Model design is
inappropriate or
overly simplistic.

Organization 

30 %

Accomplished
Objects, Materials
and Textures are
mostly named

Developing
Few Objects,
Materials and
Textures are
named

Beginning
None of Objects,
Materials and
Textures are
named
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Environment 

10 %

Accomplished
Model is placed in an
appropriate or
interesting environment
(either modeled or
background imaged)

Developing
Model is not placed in an
appropriate or interesting
environment (either
modeled or background
imaged)

Beginning
There is no
environment used
whatsoever

Graphic
Design &
Visual
Appearance 

10 %

Accomplished
Model shows good
design qualities and is
aesthetically pleasing

Developing
Model shows basic
design qualities and is
aesthetically acceptable

Beginning
Model shows poor
design qualities and is
not aesthetically
acceptable

Skill Level 

5 %

Accomplished
Very good skill level is
evident

Developing
Basic skill level is evident

Beginning
Poor skill level is
evident

Project
Guidelines
Compliance 

5 %

Accomplished
Project guidelines are
mostly complete and all
required elements are
present.

Developing
There is a missing
important project
requirement, or a
guideline not followed

Beginning
There are missing 2 or
more important project
requirements, or
project guidelines not
followed
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ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Scholars will learn the basics of Digital Animation. Scholars will be able to create "mini" animations using an

online application. Scholars will also start creating the basic drawing that will be used for a future "line-art"

digital animation project. Scholars will be able to complete a Constructed Response about the "History of

Animation" and discuss what they like, or do not like about the project.

Scholars will sign into Google Drive as they enter the class. Scholars will read all directions on this post

thoroughly.  Scholars will review the examples linked above to determine the type of movie they are

interested in making.  They will need to create a short (3-9 second) video clip, with at least one sound effect,

for credit.  When complete, they will UPLOAD both the RAW Project, and their FINAL Project to Google Drive

and SHARE it with your instructor for review.   The basis for their projects will be created using a single slide

in Google Slides that they should create first.
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STEP BY STEP Audacity Instructions:

Link to Audacity Tutorial:

https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/tutorial_recording_computer_playback_on_windows.html

Step 1.  Open a website (YouTube, Freesound, etc.) with the media you want a sample of.

Step 2.  Click on the Audacity shortcut from the Windows Programs Button.

Step 3.  Once open, you will need to click each window so they are "split-screen" (you can view both

windows on the computer screen at once).

Step 4.  Make sure your settings on Audacity are set to record from "Windows WASABI", Speakers both

Input and Output, and Stereo Quality (not Mono)!

Step 5.  Press RECORD (Red Dot) button on Audacity, then quickly press PLAY button on the Internet Media. 

You should see the levels on Audacity jump to match the playback on  your Internet Media.  When you have

recorded enough media for your project, click STOP (Black Square) button on Audacity, and stop your

Internet Media playback.

Step 6.  Click FILE and EXPORT on Audacity.  Choose either MP4 or WAV from the list, click/enter the

location you are saving the file too (preferably your desktop for easy reference), and click SAVE.  This will

export your file for use in other media.  You should preview the file in Audacity prior to exporting it if you like,

or once exported you should click the new file created and make sure it plays on your computer's music

program (ITunes, MS Media Player, VLC, etc.)
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MAKE YOUR DIGITAL ANIMATION INTO A MOVIE CLIP USING OpenShot:
Step 1. Open your project in Google Slides.  Click FILE, Click DOWNLOAD, Click Microsoft PowerPoint.  Once

Downloaded, Open the file in PowerPoint.

Step 2. With PowerPoint open, click FILE, EXPORT and choose CHANGE FILE TYPE.  Click on JPEG and click

SAVE AS.  Choose your Desktop as the destination, adjust the filename if necessary, and click SAVE.  When

the window appears, click ALL SLIDES.  A file folder should appear on your Desktop.  Your slides are now

images in that folder.

Step 3. Open the folder with your slide images.  Select all of them.  Open Movie Maker on your computer. 

Make sure that both of these are in split-screen mode.  Click all of the slides and drag them into Movie

Maker.  You will be asked if you want to IMPORT them as an Image Sequence (Video Clip), Click YES.  You

can now drag your Video Clip down into your project.

Step 4. Using Microsoft Movie Maker, you must create a Digital Animation "Short-Film" by making each

image "flash" for around 1/8-second each. This will give the impression that the images are animated. You

should add Titles, Credits, and a short burst of music to finish the film.
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 Once Movie Maker is started, drag your sound effects and music files into the PROJECT FILES

Window.

 Drag your images (individually or as an image sequence/video clip) into the PROJECT FILES Window.

 Drag any video clips, or other media (Production Logo, or Video Logo from you previous projects) into

the PROJECT FILES Window.

 Create any TITLES/END-CREDITS you might need in Movie Maker from the menu items.  For this

specific project you only need to add the Titles outlined below.

 Assemble your PROJECT Files in Tracks 0-4 as follows:

 Titles and End Credits in Track 4

 Single Images in Track 3

 Video Clips in Track 2

 Audio Sound-Effects in Track 1

 Music / Background Audio in Track 0

 Place/Adjust your files any way you like.  Add Transitions/Effects as needed.  Preview your project in

the window provided (Preview May Not Work Right).  NOTE:  If you play the project and cannot hear

the audio, Click SAVE Project (to Desktop), Close/Exit Movie Maker, Restart Movie Maker making sure

your headphones are not plugged in.  Once started, choose FILE and RECENT from the menu, and

click on the first choice.  Your video project should open, and the audio should play in the preview

through the speaker on the computer you are using (DO NOT PLUG IN HEADPHONES AGAIN UNTIL

AFTER YOU EXPORT IT).

 Once your Video Project is complete, click FILE and EXPORT.  In the window that pops-up make sure

you change the name of your project, and choose the Desktop as the Export location.  YOU NEED TO

EXPORT YOUR PROJECT AS AN MP4 or MOV file FOR CREDIT.

 Once your PROJECT is on the Desktop as an MP4/MOV file, Open your Google Drive and (using split

screen again) click and drag the file to your Google Drive.  You will see the Upload progress in a pop-

up window.  Once it is uploaded to your Google Drive, double-click the file to open it.  In the upper right

corner you will see three (3) dots, click them, click SHARE, and enter Mr. Scribner's

(hscribner@ccs.us) email to submit your project for credit.  MAKE SURE YOU UPLOAD THE MP4

VIDEO FILE FOR CREDIT, NOT THE OSP (OpenShot Project File).
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REFLECTION: Open a GMAIL to your Instructor and write 2-3 Sentences about why you should create a

digital portfolio.  What does creating a digital portfolio have to do with overall student achievement?

Resumes used to be the only tool you had to showcase your academic and professional achievements

when you were looking for a new job. Today you have so many more options, one of which is to create a

Digital Portfolio. This visual representation of your history and greatest achievements provides employers

with proof of what you can do and helps them see why they should consider hiring you. It also sets you

apart from all the other candidates who simply send in a resume and cover letter.

A DIGITAL PORTFOLIO IS AN ONLINE COLLECTION OF YOUR VERY BEST WORK, THAT VISUALLY PROVES

WHAT YOU CAN DO!

"If you’re in the process of developing a digital portfolio, you can’t afford to view it as a mere collection of

work samples; you need to think of it as your preeminent marketing piece." 

- Ram Castillo (Award-Winning Designer and Art Director)

"One of the inherent dangers with digital portfolios, for example, is that the technological novelty of the

product could overshadow the purpose of the portfolio."

- Digital portfolios: fact or fashion?" by Helen Woodward & Phil Nanlohy

Resource:   https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/0260293042000188492?journalCode=caeh20

According to Inc. Magazine (Online) and the Young Entrepreneur Council you should turn experiences into a

story worth sharing.  According to the article "
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How to Create a Digital Portfolio That Stands Out From The Pack",
 some of the main reasons to create a Digital Portfolio are to:

 SHOW OFF YOUR BEST WORK

 TELL YOUR STORY

 FEATURE REFERENCES & RECOMMENDATIONS

 EMBED A VIDEO OR PROJECT

One of the best resources for creating a Digital Portfolio is at https://info.portfolium.com/blog/digital-

portfolio-tips.  There are 10 PRO Tips that are discussed in the article that you should consider using in this

project.

Here is the Process of Creating an Electronic Portfolio developed by Helen C. Barrett, Ph.D.:

1. 1 Creating an Interactive Portfolio with Google Sites

1. 1.1 Getting started

2. 2 Keeping a Learning Journal

3. 3 Authoring an electronic portfolio

1. 3.1 Create a first page - Introduction & Table of Contents

2. 3.2 Set up a structure using goals (or themes) as organizing framework

3. 3.3 Create one page for each section

4. 3.4 Upload artifacts/create hyperlinks

5. 3.5 Write reflections for each goal/skill and each artifact

6. 3.6 Write future learning goals

7. 3.7 Publish Portfolio - Seek Feedback

4. 4 Evaluating Portfolios
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1:  Sign-In to Google
Step 2:  Click your "Waffle" (Upper Right Corner) to open your list of Google Applications

Step 3:  Click on Google Sites

Step 4:  Watch The Video Below:

Step 5:  Design Your Site Heading
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1. Upper Left Corner - Change the Site Name to Student Portfolio, and ADD a Logo of your choice.

2. Change the Site TITLE to your Full Name.

3. Move the Pointer to the Lower Left Corner of the Heading and choose the type of Image used for the

Background.  You may also Click Header Type to change the Header area.

4. Click on the TEXT BOX button (under Insert in the menu on the right side of the screen), and add

space below the Header for a Personal Mission Statement / Memorable Quote / Job or Position you

are interested in.

5. Click on one of the Layouts (under Insert in the menu on the right side of the screen), and add an

"ABOUT ME:" section below the Text Box.  See the sample site

at https://sites.google.com/ccs.us/hscribner/home for what to write in this section.

6. Click on one of the Layouts (under Insert in the menu on the right side of the screen), and add an

additional section for at least 2 of your most recent projects that you are proud of.

7. Click the PAGES link in the menu to the right side of the screen.  Add a PAGE labeled "CURRENT 

Projects".  Add TEXT Boxes for Title Bars, and Insert Sections to add all of your work for each project. 

You can Upload files, or link directly to your Google Drive.

8. Click the PAGES link in the menu to the right side of the screen.  Add a PAGE labeled "CEW Evidence". 

 Use this page to link/post information about anything that would qualify as evidence for PA Career

Education & Work Standards.  These can include resume's, cover letters, career project investigation

surveys or worksheets, individual assessment forms, and any other documents from work you have

completed.  Remember, 8th-Grade students, are required to have at least eight (8) items in this

section prior to heading to high school.  You MUST have an Individual Career Plan started as well. 

See your counselor for help with this.

9. At any time during the design process you can click the PREVIEW Button and see what your site will

look like. 

Once you are in high school, or with your parent's permission, create a personal Gmail Account and use the

following link to transfer your work to your own account.  This way you will not lose this as you graduate,

and stop using your ccs.us account:
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

You must have the following items for credit:

Header and Home Page: Students must have a legible header with your site title (CCS Student Portfolio)

and a small logo of some sort.  Students must also have a "Personal Mission Statement / Memorable Quote

/ Job or Position You Are Interested In" section.  The "About Me" section must include a tasteful,

professional-looking picture of the student (Collegium I.D. picture is recommended), and a paragraph or two

as outlined on Mr. Scribner's Sample Site.  Students must also have at least two (2) current projects

outlined, with images, on the Home Page.  Make sure all titles and additional pages are accessible from this

page.

Morning Meeting/CR Journal:  Student will create this page as a place-holder for Constructed Response

Items, Journal, or other posts as required.  Student can use this space to comment on news, events, or

other interests.  Make sure that anything posted is school-appropriate, and in good taste, even when it might

be a controversial or inflammatory topic.  Be respectful at all times.

CCS-CMS 535 Projects Page:  Student must add sections for Computer Skills & Applications or STEAM-E,

and include enough sections for every project to date.  Students should review their Google Drive and the

Class Assignment Site's Archive Section (collegiumtech.blogspot.com) to make sure they have all the

previous projects.  Add additional sections for other classes.  There should, at minimum, be spaces for

English Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science.  Make sure to LINK any work from your Google Drive for

each class.

CEW Evidence Page:    Students should scan any external document to their Google Drive prior to adding

them to this page (Try to add them as a PDF).  Make sure to add all items from CSA or STEAM-E classes

that qualify as CEW Evidence here, instead of on the previous page.
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Additional pages may be created for other projects, specific reasons, or at the request of other teachers. 

This site should be updated regularly with new work, and evidence for PA CEW Requirements.  Use this site

to reference work during interviews for jobs or college entrance meetings.  Make sure that your parents see

this site, and approve of anything you post.

When You Click "PUBLISH" You Must Title Your Page Using Your First Initial and Last Name.  See Example

Below:

TURN IT IN BY EMAIL THE PUBLISHED LINK TO MR. S (hscribner@ccs.us) FOR CREDIT!
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Performance
Objective

Beginning (1) Developing (2) Accomplished
(3)

Exemplary (4)

Header &
Home Page

No Page
Created

Page Created,
Nothing On It

Noticably
missing 2-3
items. Some
items added
but
incomplete.
Not adding full
paragraphs for
"About Me" or
Professional
Statement /
Career Goals.
Not including
picture or
including a
picture that is
not
appropriate.

Legible Header,
Logo. Personal
Mission
Statement /
Memorable
Quote / Job-
Position of
Interest all
complete.
"About Me"
seciton
complete with
2-3
paragraphs.
Professional-
Looking
Picture. Two
current
projects with
Images.

Morning
Meeting /
Journal Page

No Page
Created

Page Created
but nothing
posted

Page Created
but no entries
posted

Legible Header,
1st Entry
complete with
image and
referenced
source.
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CCS-
CMS 535
Projects
Page

No
Page
Created

Large
number
of
missing
sections,
nothing
linked

Noticably
missing
specific
sections.
Sections with
no projects
listed. Only 2-
3 subject
sections.

Legible Header. Sections for each class and most
recent projects currently displayed in
chronological order. If no projects, some note of
what projects they are working on, or units in
each subject (paragraph format). Minimum of six
sections to include Science, Math, Social Studies,
ELA, Spanish, and Technology.

CEW
Evidence
Page

No
Page
Created

Large
number
of
missing
items.

Noticable
Items
missing.
Minimal
Items
uploaded,
Missing
some labels
or
descriptions.

Legible Header. Links should exist for at least 4
projects that meet PA CEW Standards. Students
should scan and upload evidence as required, and
link them as Google Docs, Sheets, Slides, projects
or pdf format.
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Overall
Appearance /
Grammar,
Spelling,
Punctuation,
Capitalization

The text is difficult to
understand because
of errors in grammar,
capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling. It requires
major editing and
revision.

There are a large
number of errors
in grammar,
capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling requiring
editing and
revision.

There are
noticeable errors in
grammar,
capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling. These
require minor
editing and
revision.

There are few
errors in
grammar,
capitalization,
punctuation,
and spelling.

ISTE 2. Communication and Collaboration

Students use digital media and environments to communicate and work collaboratively, including at a

distance, to support individual learning and contribute to the learning of others:

a. Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others employing a variety of digital

environments and media

b. Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of media and

formats

3. Research and Information Fluency

Students apply digital tools to gather, evaluate, and use information:

a. Plan strategies to guide inquiry

b. Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information from a variety of sources

and media
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General Computer-Based / Project Based Classroom Standards Met:

PA Common Core 8.5.6-8G: Integrate visual information (e.G. charts, graphs, maps, video, etc.) with other

information in print or digital format.

ISTE 3.3A: Students plan and employ effective research strategies to locate information, and other

resources, for intellectual and other pursuits.

ISTE 3.3D: Students build knowledge by actively exploring real world issues and problems, developing ideas,

and pursuing answers and solutions.

CSTA Collaboration 1: Apply productivity/multimedia tools, and peripherals, to a group collaboration

and support learning throughout the curriculum.

CSTA CPP1: Use advanced tools to create digital artifacts.

PA CEW Standards Met

PA 13.1.8A Career Awareness and Preparation

Relate careers to individual interest, abilities, and aptitudes.

PA 13.1.8G Create an individualized career plan including, but not limited to Assessments, Career Goals,

individual interests and abilities, and Training/Education requirements.
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: Informa�onal Website Project

INFORMATIONAL SINGLE-PAGE WEBSITE ASSIGNMENT   

Mr. Scribner's SAMPLE Website: Photography Is Cool  

MR SCRIBNER'S SAMPLE STRIKINGLY.COM "ANTI-BULLYING" SITE (Click Here)

Review the following presentation:  Classroom PowerPoint Presentation on Basic Research (CLICK HERE)

Think about the last time you needed to do research online, or at the library.  Please write 2-3 Sentences on

the Journal Page of your Google Sites Student Portfolio about the following question(s):

What topic did you pick?  Why did you choose that topic?  How many resources did you need to use?  What

strategies did you use to find information (what search terms or keywords helped you find information)? 

What format was your paper/project, and did you create a Bibliography?

Make sure you use the R.A.C.E.S format to answer the questions above in your Journal.  R- Repeat the

Question, A- Answer the Questions, C - Cite Evidence/Examples, E - Explain Evidence/Examples, S -

Summarize your post.
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WHY DO WE DO RESEARCH?
1. CREDIBILITY: Researching your topic and citing your sources helps lend credibility to your paper. It

demonstrates that you sought out similar information from experts in the field, which makes what you're

writing more believable.

2. PUBLICATION: Because research backs up your ideas with facts from established experts in the field, it's

an industry standard. If you hope to publish in a scholarly journal, you'll have to conduct thorough research

and cite it correctly to be taken seriously, and cite it correctly to be taken seriously 

3. EDUCATION: Research gives you a broader understanding of your topic so you can speak with a more

authoritative, informed voice. It allows you to understand both sides of an argument and any additional

factors that contribute to your thesis statement.

4. RESEARCH SKILLS: Many instructors assign research papers so students can develop or strengthen their

research skills. In that respect, research is important because it makes you better and finding information

and backing up your ideas with facts.

5. PLAGIARISM: You may think you have a groundbreaking idea only to discover that a famous scientist

already had this idea and wrote on it extensively. Taking credit for this idea, even though you thought it was

original can still constitute academic dishonesty. Research helps you use that scientist's work to build on

and add credibility to your idea.
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VOCABULARY LIST WITH DEFINITIONS AND SAMPLE SENTENCES:

Compile: to get or gather together The student had to compile the data for the report.

Evaluate: estimate the nature, quality, ability, extent, or significance of something

The student could not evaluate the data without organizing it first.

Research: a search for knowledge

The student will research a topic of choice for the upcoming assignment.

Extensively: in a widespread way

All of the information put together was extensively search.

Digital: in electronic form, transmitted electronically

Anyone can download a digital copy of a song from ITunes.

Organize: arrange by systematic planning and united effort

You will have an easier time creating an outline if you organize your list of sources first.

Information: knowledge acquired through study, experience, or instruction

There is a wealth of information online about your topic.

Include: have as a part, made up out of

All students must include their contact information on the top of the sheet.

Skill: an ability that is acquired by training

Natural ability only becomes a skill if you practice and train harder than you thought possible.

Provide: give something useful or necessary to

I will provide you with the notes and resources to be successful on the upcoming quiz/
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Section: one of several parts or pieces that fit with others to create a whole object

The percussion section of the band provides the backbone for the music and the beat to march too.

Cite: make reference to

If you cite your references well, people will be able to review them easier.

Successfully: with success, in a successful manner, reach a goal

You can be successful at anything if you focus your mind, spirit, and effort to complete it.

Feature: prominent attribute or aspect of something

Our lesson will feature a Travel Brochure Project at the end.

Structure: framework, how something is constructed

The structure of the house was unsound after the earthquake.

Book: handwritten or printed work of fiction or non-fiction; usually on bound paper and covered

The primary book you will choose for your project is up to you.

OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will use online collaboration tools (Google Sites - New) to create a single-page webpage. Students

will learn to use the online toolbar in Google Sites to add content to their website, 

Share their website, and publish their website online. 

Students will comment (positively) on other pages posted online.
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Students will enter the class quietly and LOG IN to school Google Accounts. Students will read all directions

posted on the class assignment site prior to starting work. Students will choose an Informational Topic

topic to create a web-page about using Google Sites. Students will be guided through the creation process

for a Google Sites website, and then be given time in class to complete the project. Students must SHARE

their projects, once published, by emailing the link to your Instructor.  Once complete, Students will then

review other sites created by their peers, and leave constructive (positive) comments to each other by

Gmail!
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It's Your Business! Produc�on Company Logo

DO NOW:  Read the "How To Create A Logo" article.  When you have finished, open your Google Sites

Student Portfolio and go to your Journal Page.  Create a NEW journal entry and write a paragraph (3-4

Sentences) to answer the following question(s):

Why Are Logo's Important - (Date)

Please write a paragraph about why you think logo's are important for companies.  From your reading, why

do companies create logo's, and what type of logo do you want to create?  What is the meaning behind the

logo you imagine?  

Make sure you use the "R.A.C.E.S." method when you answer the questions above in your journal.  

R - Repeat the question, A- Answer the question, C - Cite Evidence supporting your answer, E - Explain

Evidence or show Examples, S - Summarize your thoughts or conclusions.

YOUR NEW COMPANY:  (WHAT IMAGE DOES IT HAVE ON THE STREET?)
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Made With YouiDraw.com

You are about to create a logo for your new company.  This logo, in one way or another, must appear on all

documents, videos, websites, and any other media that you create for this class until the end of the

Semester.  Both the video logo you made previously, and the one you design today, should have a similar

message and features/style.  

Think about why your company needs a logo.  What emotions should your design evoke in people who see

it?  What types of messages will be attached to this logo, and how can you turn this into a brand?  Once you

answer these questions, you are ready to design!

THINK about yourself as the owner/executive producer of a design studio.  You will eventually create a

website, videos, and other media associated with this production studio.  What kind of studio do you want

to create?  What types of entertainment/news/sports media are you interested in creating?  What social

issues might your studio stand for?  How can you be creative with the symbol of your studio so people will

recognize it, and want to see your movies, websites, or articles?  Take the answers to these questions, and

create a logo for your new production studio! 

Having trouble imagining a name for your new company?  Check this out for a little help:  

https://www.oberlo.com/tools/business-name-generator
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Made With DesignEVO

Create a LOGO using photos, drawing, or any other medium.  Watch the video about why a LOGO is

important "Why is a Professional Logo Important?" (Click Here).  You should be able to create something

with either program.  I would suggest using the LogoGarden Application to start getting ideas, but to get a

higher quality logo, you will need to use Inkscape (more information to follow tomorrow), or YouiDraw.com

(See Below).

You can use the Free Logo Designer on LogoGarden to help you come up with an idea, but you will not be

able to download your creation as a High Resolution Image.  There are literally hundreds of other free

websites to help you.  Pick one!  Once you have designed it on LogoGarden, try to use a drawing program or

PowerPoint to recreate your logo.  Once you have created it and saved it as a PICTURE, you should be able

to use it to create all kinds of projects for your new prodution company.  HAVE FUN!

LogoMakr - 

The fastest and easiest way to create free logos online! Choose a name for your business. Choose a

template amongst thousands of free logos inside the editor. Customize your logo by changing the color,

shape, font, etc. Download your free logo or purchase a high-resolution version.

LOGOGarden.com - Create and Download a Low-Res Logo for Free!!

DesignEvo is a free online logo maker with 7000+ templates that anyone can use to bring to life a

compelling, unique logo in minutes.

YouiDraw: Whether you're getting started or an experienced designer, Drawing online tool is a powerful

vector graphic design solution on web. With online graphic design in various environment, you have

everything you need to express your style and creativity.
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Why do vector? As designers, a work often face a different screen size, resolution. Vector graphics can be

adjusted as the size of graphics formats without distortion is the best choice. Whether mobile devices,

advertising, computer, posters, cards and other design users, vector design are met.

Made With Logo Garden

LOGO PROJECT: 
You must create a LOGO for your new company.  This will be the symbol of your company and product line. 

Think about what was mentioned in the video you saw above.  This LOGO will appear on all of your

Professional Media, and should reflect your Brand, Company, Products, and Ideas/Ideals.  

Save a copy of this logo online.  For Credit, you need to UPLOAD a copy of your logo to your Google Drive

and SHARE it with your Instructor for credit.

More Videos to help you understand what logo's are for:

https://youtu.be/UKc271fj2ok

https://youtu.be/RBTiTcHm_ac
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Step By Step Directions:

Step 1:  READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE

Step 2:  Review videos attached to get an idea of what a logo is for, the types of logo's, and why you should

create one for your new production company.

Step 3:  Hand Sketch your ideas for your new logo on blank paper to give yourself some creative time to

make your logo come alive on paper before trying to create it online.

Step 4:  Go to LogoGarden (See Link Above) and use the Logo Designer to create a Low-Resolution logo for

your production studio.  When you have created a Low Resolution version of your logo, download it, and

Upload it to your Google Drive for future use.

Step 5:  Go to DesignEVO (See Link Above) and use the Logo Designer to create a Medium-Resolution logo

for your studio, with the same overall design theme.

Step 6:  Go to Inkscape (on your computer), or YouiDraw online and create a High Resolution version of your

logo with the same design theme.  Make sure to Upload ALL your logo's to your Google Drive and SHARE

them with your Instructor for credit.

YOU MUST CREATE A NEW FOLDER IN YOUR GOOGLE DRIVE, NAME IT "(LAST NAME) LOGOS", ADD ALL

THREE (3) OF YOUR LOGOS, AND SHARE IT FOR CREDIT!

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Today students will be creating a LOGO for a fictional company that they would like to start.  They should

follow the step-by-step instructions listed above after completing the DO NOW Journal Entry on their Google

Sites Student Portfolio.  They should also spend time reviewing the videos and other media on this post to

get an idea of why companies use logo's and how they are created.  Once the review is complete, and they

follow the directions above they can create 2-3 logos using different applications.  This will give them an

idea of the difference between Low Resolution and High Resolution.  Students can submit their work for

credit by uploading the images to their Google Drive. 
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INFORMATIONAL SINGLE-PAGE WEBSITE ASSIGNMENT

Here are the steps to create a new WEBSITE:

1. Log Into Your Google Account

2. Go to Google Sites (Make Sure You Are Using The NEW Google Sites Section)

3. Click the "PLUS" Symbol in the lower right side of the page to create a new site.

4. Use the toolbar to add sections for each item required below

 PREVIEW: Shows what the site will look like LIVE

 PUBLISH: Puts The Website LIVE Online (You can still make changes)

 SETTINGS: Change other settings about your site:

 Basic Info:  Site Title, Category of Site, Description, Keywords, Language

 Domains:  CCS Domain/CMSCSA/Topic

 Header & Footer Display Settings

1. Preview all of the SECTIONS listed on the Site you chose.

2. Adjust each SECTION to fit with your overall THEME and what you need to get your Message Across.

3. Once you have Setup your SECTIONS the way you want,  spend time on each section entering

pictures, video, facts, and links.

4. When complete click PUBLISH and then Copy & Paste the link you created into an email to your

Instructor for credit.
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Here is what your "Informational" Website should include:

1. The website must be created using Google Sites with a Google Form for Feedback/Questions.

2. Website must include keywords ccstech and csainformation

3. Website must have at least one picture and one video (embedded)

4. Website must have an informational theme

5. The website must include at least 4-5 sentences of REAL DATA about your topic.  You must have at

least four (4) FACTS and (4) SOURCES listed as a reference.  A BIBLIOGRAPHY (APA) Section

6. Finally, when you are done, please search the class list for at least 5 other websites created by our

class and post comments on them.  Be careful to be helpful not hurtful and let your classmates know

that you appreciate their efforts!  

In addition to the items above, you must also include the following items on your new website:

1. Add a video to your website.  You may copy/paste the link from Youtube or Vimeo, but it must be

appropriate for school use.  DO NOT POST ANYTHING that might be offensive or inappropriate.

2. Add a MAP of the address of our school. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY INSTRUCTIONS

to make each reference for your Bibliography Section.  There are many other sources to help you do this

online, but this one seems to be pretty easy to use.  Remember to create your reference in APA Format.  See

Example Below:

Reference:

The Best Colleges in America, Ranked. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.usnews.com/best-colleges.
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OBJECTIVE & STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will use online collaboration tools (Google Sites - New) to create a single-page webpage. Students

will learn to use the online toolbar in Google Sites to add content to their website, 

share their website, and publish their website online. 

Students will comment (positively) on other pages posted online.

STUDENTS MUST READ ALL DIRECTIONS ON THIS WEBSITE PRIOR TO STARTING ANY TASK!

Students will enter the class quietly and LOG IN to ccs.us Google Accounts. Students will read all directions

posted on the class assignment site prior to starting work. Students will choose an Informational Topic

topic to create a web-page about using Google Sites. Students will be guided through the creation process

for a Google Sites website, and then be given time in class to complete the project. Students must SHARE

their projects, once published, by emailing the link to your Instructor once complete, Students will then

review other sites created by their peers, and leave constructive (positive) comments to each other by

Gmail!
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Be Internet Awesome!

DO NOW:  Review "THE INTERNET CODE OF AWESOME" page  When you have finished, open your Google

Sites Student Portfolio and go to your Journal Page.  Create a NEW journal entry and write a paragraph (3-4

Sentences) to answer the following question(s):

Be Internet Awesome / Fundamentals - (Date)

Please list the five (5) Internet Fundamentals in your journal post.  Please explain why these fundamentals

are important, and a few sentences about why you should keep yourself safe while online.

Make sure you use the "R.A.C.E.S." method when you answer the questions above in your journal.  (R -

Repeat the question, A- Answer the question, C - Cite Evidence supporting your answer, E - Explain Evidence

or show Examples, S - Summarize your thoughts or conclusions.)

Instructor:  If possible, please show the following video in class after students have had sufficient time to

complete the DO NOW (Students may also watch the video independently with headphones prior to

continuing the lesson):

https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/# (Click WATCH VIDEO)

To make the most of the Internet, kids need to be prepared to make smart decisions. Be Internet Awesome

teaches kids the fundamentals of digital citizenship and safety so they can explore the online world with

confidence.

Students should now go to INTERLAND (Click Here) and complete "the digital adventure that puts key

lessons of digital safety into hands-on practice".  
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Be Internet Awesome!

Make sure you click on the SETTINGS Icon in the lower right corner and TURN OFF HD Mode so it runs a

little faster.  Complete as many items in Interland as possible during class.  Print the BE INTERNET

AWESOME Pledge and take it home.  Review it with your parents, and bring it in signed for credit.

When you have completed all four games you are ready to take the "Be Internet Awesome Pledge."  Please

take some time over the next few days to download and print the pledge (see below).  This must be signed

by you and a parent and returned for credit.  Make sure you show this site to your family so they can

understand some of the ways to be safe online as well.   Good Luck!

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Today students will be spending their time learning about online safety using the Be Internet Awesome

curriculum online.  They should enter the room and review the primary website to complete the DO NOW

Journal Response.  They should then vew the video on the site, and proceed to complete the INTERLAND

online game.  They can proceed at their own pace through the material, and when complete they should

plan to print the BE INTERNET AWESOME PLEDGE sheet and take it home.  Students should return the

sheet signed by themselves and a parent for credit.

STUDENTS WILL ENTER THE CLASS QUIETLY AND BEGIN WORKING! 

Students will work individually on the assigned projects. Students can discuss each part of the curriculum in

groups, with partners, or on their own.  Students can be paired up to facilitate differentiation, and use any

accommodation or computer-based application to have the online content read to them if they require it.
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Computer science drives job growth and innovation throughout our economy and society. Computing

occupations are the number 1 source of all new wages in the U.S. and make up over half of all projected

new jobs in STEM fields, making Computer Science one of the most in-demand college degrees. And

computing is used all around us and in virtually every field. It’s foundational knowledge that all students

need. But computer science is marginalized throughout education. Only 35% of U.S. high schools teach any

computer science courses and only 8% of STEM graduates study it. We need to improve access for all

students, including groups who have traditionally been underrepresented.

CODE.ORG ACCELERATED COURSE

Today you will begin work on the CS Fundamentals Accelerated Course (20-hour course) online as an

Independent Learning Activity to improve your understanding of basic computer science concepts.

Step 1: Go to Code.org

Step 2: Sign-Up with Google Account

Step 3:  Begin working on the lessons at your own pace.  
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If you have questions, ask.  You may work together to complete sections, but try each lesson/section on

your own first before asking for help.

What can you do to improve K-12 CS education? 

1. Call on your school to expand computer science offerings at every grade level.

2. Ask your local school district to allow computer science courses to satisfy a core math or science

requirement.

3. Visit www.code.org/educate/3rdparty to find out about courses and curriculum from a variety of third

parties, including Code.org.

4. Visit www.code.org/promote/PA to learn more about supporting computer science in your state.

5. Sign the petition at www.change.org/computerscience to join 100,000 Americans asking Congress to

support computer science.

According to a representative survey from Google/Gallup, school administrators in PA support expanding

computer science education opportunities: 71% of principals surveyed think CS is just as or more important

than required core classes. And one of their biggest barriers to offering computer science is the lack of

funds for hiring and training teachers.
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TODAY'S FUN ACTIVITY:  Code Your Own DANCE PARTY!

Follow the directions, at the link provided, to begin coding your very own Dance Party!

Step 1:  Sign Into Your Code.Org Account
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Code.Org Dance Party Rubric

Performance
Objective

Beginning (10) Developing (15) Accomplished
(20)

Exemplary (25)

Programming Poor
We
programed
1 change
from the
base.

Fair
We
programmed
2 changes
from the
base.

Good
We
programmed
some
changes
from the
base.

Excellent
We
introduced a
lot of
changes from
the base, in
dancers,
background,
music, and
movements.

Timing Poor
Dancers do
not move
with music.

Fair
Dancers do
one
movement
with the
music.

Good
All the
dancers
move with
the music.

Excellent
The
choreography
changes with
the music all
the time.

Creativity Poor
We copied
the base in
appearance.

Fair
We made
some
changes to
the
appearance.

Good
Everything
is different
from the
base.

Excellent
We created a
whole new
dance in
appearance.
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Teamwork Poor
No
cooperation.
Every
student
�nished the
project
alone.

Fair
We
cooperated in
class but we
�nished the
project
individually.

Good
We tried
to work
together.

Excellent
We cooperated and
shared our ideas
and effort to have a
great time creating
and programming.

When you finish the tutorial, use the instructions given in class to print your Certificate of Completion. 

MAKE SURE YOU COPY THE LINK TO YOUR PROJECT AND EMAIL IT TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR CREDIT! 

You should also use the buttons provided to send your personalized Dance Party to your parents (email or

text).  For additional learning, please try to complete the KEEP ON DANCING tutorial on your own!  Have Fun,

and Good Luck!

MORE ACTIVITIES (Searchable) FOR YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS AT: https://hourofcode.com/us/learn

STANDARDS ALIGNMENT

CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards (2011)

CD - Computers & Communication Devices
CI - Community, Global, and Ethical Impacts
CPP - Computing Practice & Programming

ISTE Standards for Students

1 - Creativity and Innovation
4 - Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making
6 - Technology Operations and Concepts

Common Core English Language Arts Standards

L - Language
RI - Reading Informational
SL - Speaking & Listening
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Common Core Math Standards

MP - Math Practices
OA - Operations And Algebraic Thinking

Lesson Overview
In this lesson, learners of all ages get an introductory experience with coding and computer science in a

safe, supportive environment. This lesson has been designed for learners of all ages but does require

reading. This activity requires sound as the tool was built to respond to music.

Purpose
This lesson introduces the core CS concepts of coding and event programming (using blocks).

Agenda
 Getting Started (5 minutes)

 Setting the Stage

 Activity (30-45 minutes)

 Music Filtering

 General Support

 Level by Level

Vocabulary
 code - (v) to write code, or to write instructions for a computer.

 Event - An action that causes something to happen.

 Program - An algorithm that has been coded into something that can be run by a machine.
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Music �ltering
This tutorial features songs from popular artists. To get a preview of the song list in this tutorial, check out

this Spotify Playlist. We are using radio-safe versions of all songs and for students under 13, we limit the

music to this filtered list Spotify Playlist (all ages). If you would like to use the filtered list with older

students, you can share this link with your classroom.

General Informa�on / Support

 Collaborate with Neighbors: Encourage students to check in with a neighbor when they're getting

stuck. Since this tutorial includes videos and students may be wearing headphones it can get easy to

"go into a bubble". Help break those barriers by actively pairing students if they seem like they need

help. Depending on the age and ability of your students, you might consider formally breaking your

class into pairs to complete the tutorial using  pair programming.

 Read the Instructions: The instructions usually provide helpful tips on how to complete the level.

Before completing a level for a student ensure they've actually looked closely at the target image and

read all the text there.

 Stuck? Look for hints: Each level includes a hint with further details about how to pass the level. If

students are trying to pass puzzles as quickly as possible, they might find they just need to wait a

certain amount of time for all of the code to play out before moving on. Many levels contain a second

hint with suggestions of ways to get even more creative by extending the task.

 Move On and Come Back: Sometimes students will benefit more from coming back to a tricky level.

All levels are independent of one another, though they do rely to some degree on previously

introduced concepts.

 Take your time and experiment. Even though the first couple levels tell students exactly what they

need to do to pass, they should also feel free to try out their own ideas.
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Kano.me Street Ar�st Coding Project

https://world.kano.me/challenges
Born and raised on the streets of New York City, kaNO discovered art at a very early age. The graffiti on the

walls and the cartoons on the TV, set the tone for a creative childhood.

In true city kid fashion, kaNO graduated from the High School of Art & Design and went on to obtain a BFA in

Animation at the School of Visual Arts in 1999. From the silver screen to galleries and even on to toy

shelves across the world, kaNO's style is distinctly recognizable as his own. As his creative pursuits expand

so does his ever growing list of clients and exhibitions.

In 2010, kaNO moved out to Los Angeles with his family, where he freelances as a character designer for

such studios as Warner Bros, Cartoon Network, and Hasbro. When he's not making cartoons you can find

him working on paintings, commissions and designing product for his brand 'kaNO kid' at his art studio in

Burbank, CA.

Today you will be continuing your coding challenges by working on levels of digital art.  Follow the

directions at the website below.  When you have finished, use the Snipping Tool on your computer to take a

digital image of your creations and email them to me.  You need to upload the image to my dropbox link as

well.  Have Fun - Good Luck!
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NOVA Labs - CyberSecurity Lab Experience

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/lab/cyber/
Whenever we go online—to shop, chat with our friends, or do anything else—we put ourselves at risk of

cybercrime. Computer viruses can corrupt our files, hackers can steal our data, and criminals can trick us

into revealing sensitive information. But luckily there are simple steps we can take to protect our digital

lives.

Take cybersecurity into your own hands. In this Lab, you’ll defend a company that is the target of

increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks. Your task is to strengthen your cyber defenses and thwart the

attackers by completing a series of cybersecurity challenges. You’ll crack passwords, craft code, and defeat

malicious hackers.

The Cybersecurity Lab is a game designed to teach people how to keep their digital lives safe, spot cyber

scams, learn the basics of coding, and defend against cyber attacks. Players assume the role of the chief

technology officer of a start-up social network company that is the target of increasingly sophisticated

cyber attacks. In the game, players must complete challenges to strengthen their cyber defenses and thwart

their attackers. The Lab also features stories of real-world cyber attacks, a glossary of cyber terms, and

short animated videos that explain the need for cybersecurity, privacy versus security, cryptography (cyber

codes), and what exactly hackers are.
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There are four major gameplay components of the Lab:
 Coding Challenge: An introduction to very basic coding skills. Players program a robot to navigate a

maze, using drag-and-drop commands. 

 Password-Cracking Challenge: A series of “password duels” teach players the basics of how attackers

might try to crack their passwords and how they can make better, more secure passwords.

 Social Engineering Challenge: Players are presented with two apparently similar emails or websites.

They must first identify the differences between them and then decide which one is a scam

attempting to steal their information or money. This challenge also includes a number of audio

recordings and transcripts of phone calls; players have to decide if they should trust the caller or not. 

 Network Attacks: As their companies grow, players must buy defenses to defend themselves against

a series of cyber attacks. The better that players do in the three challenges, the more resources they’ll

have to buy defenses.

Note: The Coding Challenge uses a Blockly interface that requires no prior knowledge of coding. Blockly

uses a visual representation of code as blocks rather than a scripted programming language.

�me Allotment
75 minutes

Grade Level
6–12 grade

Standards Alignment Guide
The Cybersecurity Lab reinforces scientific and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts found in

the Next Generation Science Standards. To see how the Cybersecurity Lab can be used to meet course

objectives, download our standards alignment document below:
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Glossary of Cybersecurity Terms
The Cybersecurity Lab contains terms that may be unfamiliar to educators and students. In the game, these

terms are highlighted with definitions that appear as mouse-overs. Below is a document with all of these

terms:

Content Objec�ves
 Students will be able to explain computer science terminology related to coding, password protection,

social engineering, and network security

 Students will be able to describe how encryption works to protect privacy

 Students will be able to describe recent network security breaches and how companies defend

against them

 Students will be able to explain why the term “hacker” is extremely flexible and the variety of roles that

hackers play

 Students will be able to analyze reports of unfolding security breaches and apply their understanding

of security networks to them

Process Objec�ves
 Students will be able to navigate a robot through a maze using Blockly code in the Coding Challenge

 Students will use analytical reading skills to distinguish among phishing attempts, fraudulent

websites, and phone scammers in the Social Engineering Challenge

 Students will use logical reasoning to create strong passwords in the Password-Cracking Challenge

Materials
The Cybersecurity Lab is accessible on web and mobile browsers that support HTML5, including Chrome,

Firefox, Safari, and Internet Explorer (version 9.0 and higher)
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Mul�media Resources
The Cybersecurity Lab includes four short animated videos that cover a variety of cybersecurity and

computer science topics:

Cybersecurity 101
The Internet is fundamentally insecure. However, there are simple things you can do to protect yourself and

your information. This video also provides an introduction to the activities in the Cybersecurity Lab.

Cyber Codes
Do you trust the security of your email, text messages, and browser history? Learn how trustworthy online

communication actually is and how encryption can protect your privacy. Sometimes.

The Secret Life of Hackers
Hackers may not be who we think they are. In fact, you might be a hacker and not even know it. Learn the

true meaning of hacking and some of the many reasons hackers hack.

A Cyber Privacy Parable
Follow the trials and tribulations of Tim as a seemingly innocent piece of information threatens to ruin his

life when it falls into the wrong hands.
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AS YOU ENTER THE ROOM, Please complete a short Constructed Response to this question (using the

R.A.C.E.S. Method: R-Repeat the Question, A-Answer the Question, C-Cite your Examples/Evidence, E-

Explain your Examples/Evidence, S-Summarize and Wrap-Up your response neatly.) Make sure to check

grammar, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling as you go! Also, make sure this is the first entry on your

Google Slides Digital Portfolio, on the Morning Meeting / CR Journal Page.

Contructed Response Heading (Date) - (Topic)

CS Learning Week Reflection - (Date)

Constructed Response Question:  What is the reason we ask you to learn to code during Computer Science

Education Week?  Why do you think it is important, and what types of coding/programming might be found

in a future career you are interested in?

Now that you have tried Code.org's Dance Party, Kano's Street Artist, and some other tutorials, you should

post some of your work on the new Digital Portfolio you created in class (Google Sites). Make sure you

follow all the directions listed on the EDU Technology Blog and add projects from all your other classes.

This will be an great way to show off your work! One of the most important things you should do is make

sure your Career Education & Work (CEW Evidence) projects are populated to that page.
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BASIC CODING CHALLENGES:
Kano: "Anyone Can Make" - Mission Statement: The modern world is filled with billions of machines. ӱ But 1%

of 1% of us can open them up, & change them. Now, a new generation is rising. They see this world as

something to shape, not just use. Kano is a new kind of computer company. 💡 You make & code our

technology yourself, with simple steps, stories, and play. You share your creations with others across the

physical and digital world. We work with artists, misfits, technologists, and teachers in 86 countries. ̍

Together, we'll demystify the modern world – and open up its creative power to all.

Tynker Hour of Code Page (Click Here):  With Tynker's revolutionary approach, kids learn to code using

visual code blocks that represent real programming concepts. They progress to text languages like

JavaScript and Python as they continue to play through 2,000+ interest-driven activities.

TynkerCad Autodesk (Click Here):  Tinkercad is a free online collection of software tools that help people all

over the world think, create and make. We’re the ideal introduction to Autodesk, the leader in 3D design,

engineering and entertainment software.

LearnPython.org:  Whether you are an experienced programmer or not, this website is intended for everyone

who wishes to learn the Python programming language.
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FREE CODE CAMP (ADVANCED CODING):

What is freeCodeCamp?

We’re a community that helps you learn to code, then get experience by contributing to open source projects

used by nonprofits.

How can you help me learn to code?

You'll learn to code by completing coding challenges and building projects. You'll also earn verified

certificates along the way. We also encourage you to join a study group in your city so you can code in-

person with other people.

Is freeCodeCamp really free?

Yes. Every aspect of freeCodeCamp is 100% free.

Can freeCodeCamp help me get a job as a software developer?

Yes. Every year, thousands of people who join the freeCodeCamp community get their first software

developer job.

How can I get a job?

Most people get jobs through friends and hiring managers they know from coding events. There are also

services that can help you get interviews.

How long will it take me to finish each of freeCodeCamp's certificates?

Each certificate takes around 400 hours of dedicated learning. Some people may take longer. These

certificates are completely self-paced, so take as long as you need.

We have already used many of the Blockley-Style Programming tutorials found on Code.Org.  Now, without
creating an account, try some of the tutorials on other programming languages found on freeCodeCamp.com. 
Here is some basic information (taken directly from their About Us page) to get you started.  Good Luck!
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Is freeCodeCamp a replacement for a 4-year degree?

No. Please don’t drop out of college just to pursue freeCodeCamp. You can pursue both concurrently. Even

though you don’t need a 4-year degree to work as a software developer, it still helps a lot.

Should I complete all of the coding challenges in order?

We’ve put a lot of thought into how we introduce concepts. But you’re free to jump around.

Where can I get technical support for using the freeCodeCamp.org platform?
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Coding Projects For The Next Level!
When you are tired of the Blockly-Style coding that is used on some programs and projects, check out the

following resources to create interactive webpages and other fun ideas:

Thisissand.com:  Create your own Sand Drop Drawing!

WordArt.com:  "WordArt.com is an online word cloud art creator that enables you to create amazing and

unique word cloud art with ease.

Professional quality results can be achieved in no time at all, even for users with no prior knowledge of

graphic design."

THIMBLE (MOZ://A):  "Thimble is an online code editor that makes it easy to create and publish your own

web pages while learning HTML, CSS & JavaScript."  Projects include a Privacy Avatar Card, Fill-In-The-

Blanks Story, Hacker Card Game, and a Homework Excuse Generator!
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Note:  If you create an account on THIMBLE, you will soon need to create an account on Glitch to save, and

share your work.  Read the information found here about the changes.

Code Club:  "Here you’ll find step-by-step instructions for our coding projects, which will teach you how to

create games, animations and more with code."  Projects include using Scratch, HTML & CSS, Python, and

learning how to use a Raspberry Pi!  One of the most popular projects is learning about Pixel Art, you should

try it!

BreakoutEDU:  Here is a BreakoutEDU Virtual Escape Room to try!  Let me know what your best time is!
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PA Career Educa�on & Work Standards - Lesson #1 Introduc�on
Lesson #1 (Introduction) - Student Worksheet

Link to PDESAS: PA CEW Academic Standards

“To Encourage Students To Explore The Roles and Relationships of the Future!”

Introduction Video:  "Everybody Dies, But Not Everyone Lives" by Prince EA

RESOURCES To Focus On:  Career Information, Labor Market Information, Long/Short Range Goals, and

Career Research

7th & 8th Grade - Primary Questions To Answer:  What skills are required?  What education/training is

necessary?  Who can I ask for assistance (Networking)?  What obstacles are there?  What strategies for

success are available?

Go to PACAREERZONE Online for help.  Here is a presentation for help (PPT Click Here)
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PA CareerZone Website Introduction

MAKE SURE YOU SHARE THIS INFORMATION AT HOME!

Pennsylvania CareerZone is a proven, successful career exploration and planning system designed

especially for students. Jobseekers, educators, and counselors will also benefit from the wealth of

information on 900 occupations from the Occupational Information Network (O*Net) database.

Users are encouraged to work through the Interest Profiler, Work Importance Profiler, and Assess Yourself

assessment based on the Holland Codes for self-exploration. Comprehensive information on 900

occupations includes state specific wages, worker attributes, job characteristics, and much more. There are

300 career videos that give users a snap shot of the featured occupation. Job openings in Job Central are

easily accessible within each occupations profile. Please continue on investigating from the Resource link

where other useful resources are listed.

Pennsylvania CareerZone has been developed among the Pennsylvania Department of Education and the

Pennsylvania Department of Labor & Industry.   The Pennsylvania CareerZone site is powered by Headed2, a

secure career exploration and coaching platform which can be accessed from anywhere to continuously

connect learning with earning.  Headed2 is an educational technology company focused on career and

transition planning. Their mission is to help people explore, plan for and pursue careers that reflect their

passion, skills, and life goals.
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If you are interested in the consumer data collected by this site and how it is used please view our Privacy

Policy.Pennsylvania CareerZone utilizes data from  Version 22 of the O*NET Database. O*NET™ is a

trademark of the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

Extension Activity

Spend some time looking through the other activities on the PA CareerZone.org website.  Use EXPLORE link

to see Fields of Study, Occupations, and Career Training.  Use the DECIDE link to look further into some

choices you made, and use the GROW to print reports and document progress.  Make sure to include your

parents in the process!
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PA Career Educa�on & Work Standards - Lesson #3 Today's Job Market
"Considering how competitive the job market has become, it’s never too early to start to think about your

career. “What are you going to do when you grow up?” is a common question, even for elementary school

children, but today, high schoolers are reportedly planning ahead and seeking internships to help them get

into college and land job opportunities down the road. 

Millennial Branding, a Gen Y research and consulting firm, and Internships.com, the world’s largest

internship marketplace, announced a new study, “High School Careers,” which surveyed 4,769 students (172

high school students and 4,597 college students) and 326 employers from across the country. The study

found high schoolers are actually more entrepreneurial than college students. Many high school students

surveyed are interested in internships to get new skills, work experience and to network."  

- Excerpt from https://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/outside-voices-careers/2014/02/11/why-its-

important-to-think-about-your-career-in-high-school
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Students will use Chester County Data, a sample ‘CLASSIFIEDS’ page, and video reports to learn about,

discuss, and complete questions about the Job Market in the United States, Pennsylvania, and locally.

 Please make sure all EVIDENCE is placed into the appropriate “CEW Evidence Folder” in your individual

student Google Drive and SHARED

Link to Lesson Presentation (Today's Job Market)

Link to STUDENT WORKSHEET   

CHESTER COUNTY STATISTICS WORKSHEET  

CCS Classified Advertisement Sheet (Job Listings)

Sign into your Google Account (school). Open the link to the Student Worksheet in Google Documents. 

Click FILE, MAKE A COPY of this worksheet.  Click the link to the Lesson Presentation, and answers some of

the questions on the Student Worksheet while watching the videos listed.  You will also need to open the 

Chester County Statistics Worksheet, and the CCS Classified Advertisement Sheet (Job Listings), to answer

questions on the Student Worksheet.  Make sure you properly RENAME "TJM CSA (Last Name) P (?)", and

SHARE your copy of the Student Worksheet for credit.  The worksheets will be reviewed for credit, and

should be moved into your CEW Evidence Folder in your Google Drive for future reference.
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EDU Technology Fun Blog: United Na�ons Sustainable Goals

United Na�ons Sustainable Goals - US City Collabora�ve Google Map Project
Today you will begin working on a US CITY COLLABORATIVE GOOGLE MAP PROJECT.  This project will

allow each one of you to research an assigned city, review the UN Global Sustainable Goals (UNGSG), and

find out about how people, organizations, and groups are banding together to help everyone reach these

goals throughout the United States of America.  Please follow the directions below to identify the city you

have been assigned, creatve a Google Document that outlines how each of the UNGSG's are being worked

on in that city, and where people can find out more information about these issues.  You will SHARE the

active link for your document so it can be added to an interactive Google Map.  To complete the project, you

must write a 2-3 paragraph essay on specific things you learned, and how you feel about our progress

toward these goals.

Step 1:  Read the description of the UN Global Sustainable Goals Below:

On 1 January 2016, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development — adopted by world leaders in September 2015 at an historic UN Summit — officially came

into force.  Over the next fifteen years, with these new Goals that universally apply to all, countries will

mobilize efforts to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities and tackle climate change, while ensuring that

no one is left behind.
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The SDGs, also known as Global Goals, build on the success of the Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs) and aim to go further to end all forms of poverty. The new Goals are unique in that they call for

action by all countries, poor, rich and middle-income to promote prosperity while protecting the planet. They

recognize that ending poverty must go hand-in-hand with strategies that build economic growth and

addresses a range of social needs including education, health, social protection, and job opportunities,

while tackling climate change and environmental protection.

While the SDGs are not legally binding, governments are expected to take ownership and establish national

frameworks for the achievement of the 17 Goals.  Countries have the primary responsibility for follow-up

and review of the progress made in implementing the Goals, which will require quality, accessible and timely

data collection. Regional follow-up and review will be based on national-level analyses and contribute to

follow-up and review at the global level.
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Step 2:  Create a Google Document to start outlining each goal for the city you have been assigned:

Project Worksheet Link:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1frvcElqM659eDbAOgE2X8UcQ6n2acUHqLmaI0kJyOa4/edit?

usp=sharing
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Step 3.  Make An Entry On Your Google Document (See Example) For Each Goal

Step 4:  Research an Example of a person, group, or organization working on each goal in the city you were

assigned.  Make sure to include all information required for each entry.

Step 5.  Complete your research, and make sure you have included all information for each goal on your

document.

Step 6.  Add a 2-3 paragraph explanation of "What You Learned" at the bottom of your document.  Make

sure to add your favorite, or most interesting goal and what you found!

Step 7: Include a City WEB Map using DRAW.IO on your document (See Details Below)

Step 8:  SHARE the active link to your document with Mr. S (hscribner@ccs.us) for credit.
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City Web Map DRAW.IO Requirements: You will create a web for a city in the United States. You will be

responsible for creating an identical web to the one described. Please include the following data:

City Facts: Year Founded, Longitude, Latitude, Population, Area, Time Zone, and Mayor's Name.

Extension Blocks: Major industries, professional sports teams, colleges, historical places, museums, and

weather information. Weather can be annual precipitation and average temperatures.

You can use all of my formatting, or create your own diagrams. You must include the same headings and

topics. You must also use different colors for each section. You must also include a box at the bottom of

the page with a list of all the resources you used to find your information. This is not an official bibliography,

but it must be accurate when checked by me.

When you have completed your Google Document, you must SHARE it with your Instructor for credit.  You

must also go to the Instructor's padlet and use the appropriate password, and create a posting for your

project for everyone to review.  Make sure you include a picture of the skyline of your assigned city (you

should be able to find it on Google Images).
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You will have the rest of this week to finish this project.  I will use the link you provide to create a Google

Map of all of the cities for people to find.  We will also be submitting this project as a resource to the United

Nations Global Sustainable Goals education website.  Thank you for helping us be a small part of this

important mission!
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NEXTGEN Personal �nance Simula�on Project Basic Banking (Middle School)

Bank Accounts – Teens should know how a bank account works and the fees associated; not only the

account fees and how they incur (min balance amounts, activity fees, etc.), but also the ATM fees. Young

people tend to like to do things online so they can search for a low cost, basic online checking account. And

while check writing may someday be obsolete, don’t forget to show them how to write a check and explain

how it works. Also, review how debit cards work, how to safeguard all their information, and how too many

swipes at the checkout counter can lead to costly and embarrassing overdraft charges.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/markavallone/2016/06/07/five-financial-concepts-your-teens-should-

understand-before-high-school-graduation/#54a5b6fc4eab

Please Follow ALL DIRECTIONS on the RolePlay Document located at:

https://docs.google.com/a/ccs.us/document/d/1_Zg5qGcLkp0LQ0YzmYUbatuH9V1p44Td4y8RtlJtsaM/edit?

usp=sharing

Each student will click the link above and follow ALL DIRECTIONS!  You will be learning, if you have never

done it before, how to use an ATM, Write A Check, Deposit A Check, Make A Payment, and Pay Online Bills. 

Each activity has a link to a resource or simulation.  You may complete these steps more than once to make

sure you understand how to do these simple banking transactions.  

Please click FILE, and MAKE A COPY of this document before beginning.  Make sure you SHARE this

document with your Instructor for credit.  Try to use the R.A.C.E. Response Method when answering the

questions. (Restate the question, Answer the question, Cite your evidence/examples, Explain your

evidence/examples)

NEXTGEN Personal �nance Simula�on Project (Middle School) CCS
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NEXTGEN Personal �nance Simula�on Project SPENT (Middle School)

The Inquiry below is intended to help introduce students to the decisions people have to make everyday

when they are living paycheck to paycheck. The Supplemental Resources are provided only to support the

Inquiry, but the Inquiry is a comprehensive lesson on its own.

In this Inquiry, students will use a simulator to roleplay an adult trying to make ends meet when they don’t

have a surplus of finances. In the process, students will learn about how their decisions impact the people

around them and their ability to pay for the necessities each month as well as the pressures and decisions

that many people face in this situation. Through this Inquiry, they will learn to use wise spending and saving

habits, empathize with those dealing with the living wage, and assess the options people have when they

are having financial difficulties.

Make Sure You Click On The ROLEPLAY Inquiry Simulation Link Below, Click FILE and MAKE A COPY, and

SHARE it with your Instructor for credit!
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NEXTGEN Personal �nance Simula�on Project SPENT (Middle School)

Learning Objectives:

 Students will experience the circumstances of budgeting on the living wage.

 Students will re�ect on the impact of the decisions they made in order to learn

from them for the future.

 Students will explore the dif�culties of living paycheck to paycheck and learn

from the options they face as well as mistakes they make.

 Students SHOULD Play the Game a SECOND Time after recording their answers

to more fully understand some of the alternate choices in the simulation.

ACTIVITY:  ROLEPLAY: SPENT Middle School Edition Worksheet

Complete The Google Document Worksheet As You Complete The Online Simulation. Please Answer All

Questions In COMPLETE SENTENCES! Try to use the R.A.C.E Response Method (Repeat the question,

Answer the question, Cite your evidence/examples, Explain your evidence/examples) Make sure you SHARE

the Google Document with your Instructor for credit.

Standards:

Alignment to Anchor Standards for Reading:

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.1

Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.7
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Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively,

as well as in words..

Alignment to Jump$tart Spending and Saving Standards:

1b: Analyze how spending and saving behavior can affect overall well-being.

1c: Discuss the components of a personal spending plan, including income, planned saving, and expenses.  

Alignment to Jump$tart Risk Management and Insurance Standards:

1b: Predict the consequences of accepting risk with insufficient or no insurance.

1c: Illustrate how to use insurance to share the risk of financial loss.

Supplemental Resources:

Video:  Just In Case

This video from Cha-Ching is a fun way for students to explore why they should think about having an

emergency fund or getting insurance in case issues they can’t plan for arise!

Suggested Follow Up Questions:

1) What are some examples of reasons you might need an emergency fund or insurance from the video? 2)

Why do you think people say “plan for the worst” based on what you learned from the video?
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Interactive: PlayInsure

This game allows students to learn about Auto Insurance and Homeowner's Insurance by letting them

roleplay as an insured party  that encounters many different scenarios. This allows students to see the

different plan options, why insurance costs a certain amount, and when it is useful. Since the game is

created by the Texas Department of Insurance, it focuses on that state, but it is a great learning tool for

students regardless of location.

Teacher Tip: Both the Auto Insurance and Homeowner’s Insurance games are very long (30 days) so they

are quite repetitive. You might want to tell the students to play for something like 10-15 days!

Video:  Payday Loan Advertisement

This Payday loan advertisement tries to sell people payday loans. In the process, it outlines why payday

loans exist and why someone living paycheck to paycheck might feel the need to use one. Students might

not understand what the big issue with payday loans is given the tone of the video, so discussion

afterwards will help them understand.

Suggested Follow Up Questions:

1) How are payday loans different from borrowing money for something like college or a house? 2) Why

might someone be searching for a loan like this? 3) What are the 2 qualifications needed to get a payday

loan? Why do you think the companies don’t require more info from the borrower? 4) What do you think are

the downsides of taking out a payday loan?

Create a  Kahoot to check learning:  This is a fun way to assess students on their understanding of the

terms and concepts they learned in this lesson.
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NGPF 2018 PAYBACK Challenge (Middle School)

NGPF 2018 PAYBACK Challenge

Featured in the New York Times, our paying-for-college game PAYBACK has been played by over 150,000

students in just 3 months since launch! Teachers are saying, “It was an amazing game. All of my students

were so highly engaged that it was time to go to lunch and none of them wanted to leave," AND "They loved

that the game made them confront the money challenges of college but also helped them build the skills to

survive and thrive.”  

Here is how to play (Yes, This is a class assignment as well):

Students Play PAYBACK (Click Here)

A single game-play takes 15-20 minutes, but you may also use a full 50-minute period by playing the game

twice

Teachers: You can also use this corresponding classroom activity to support your students as they play the

game.

Students Write Short Essay (GOOGLE DOCUMENT)

Use this Essay Template to create a 250 word essays that respond to this writing prompt: 
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"How could you use the online game, PAYBACK, to have a conversation with your parent/guardian about

paying for college?"

CRITERIA: Essays will be evaluated on the following:

 Indicates an understanding of key concepts learned by playing the game PAYBACK.

 Addresses concerns their parents/guardians may have about this sensitive topic. 

 Takes a creative approach to engaging parents/guardians in a conversation about college. 

MAKE SURE YOU USE THE R.A.C.E.S. METHOD TO ANSWER THE WRITING PROMPT: 

R-Repeat The Question, A-Answer The Question, C-Cite Your Evidence/Examples, E-Explain Your

Evidence/Examples, S-Summarize Your Thought (Wrap-Up)

SHARE Your Essay With Your Instructor For Credit!

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Scholars will use the online simulation "PAYBACK" to begin learning about the basics of how the choices

they make for higher education can affect them financially.  This simulation, and associated standards for

this assignment, will help them meet PA CEW Academic Standards, and also help students hone their skills

for writing and information retention after participating in the simulation.  Students should reflect on this

simulation, and use it as a prompt for conversation at home about the real costs associated with higher

education, careers, and their future choices.

Scholars will follow all directions log into their Google Account and then begin working on the NexGen

Personal Finance Simulator (PAYBACK).  Scholars will spend 15-20 minutes completing the simulation. 

When complete, scholars will download a copy of their final worksheet.  This image will be uploaded to

their "CEW Evidence" folder in their Google Drive and SHARED, for credit, with your Instructor for credit. 
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Title the document "(LastName) PAYBACK P? S2" and write a 250-word essay using the prompt listed

above.  Scholars may use the EXAMPLE for reference, but must write this essay in their own words.
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Junior Achievement �nance Park Online

JA FINANCE PARK VIRTUAL LINK  
Try To Complete All Four (4) Sections & Work On Some Of The Level EXTRA'S!

JA Finance Park students build a foundation for making intelligent, lifelong personal-finance decisions.

Students will use this program online through JA Finance Park virtual.

Student who complete activities on the JA Finance Park Virtual program should be able to:

 Identify personal interests, skills, work preferences, and values. 

 Identify career interests. 

 Evaluate the risks and benefits of saving and investing. 

 Evaluate risk and recognize insurance as a way to minimize it. 

 Define taxes; explain their purpose; and understand how they affect everyone. 

 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of using credit and debit cards. 

 Explain who uses a budget and why. 

 Identify the components of a successful budget. 

 Create a successful budget using hypothetical life situations.

During this hands-on, computer-based simulation, students are asked to manage a fictitious life situation.

The details of their assigned life scenario include marital status, number of children, education background,

employment, and income. 

Given their career and family situation, students use banking services; pay for housing, transportation,

utilities, groceries, and health care; contribute to charities; and budget for education expenses. They work to

create and balance a personal family budget. 
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Go to your GMAIL and click COMPOSE.  Send an email to your Instructor with the following

information:  (SUBJECT: JA Finance Park Activity, Today's Date).   The body of the email should contain a

well-written 2-3 full-paragraphs essay that explains the major decisions you faced in the simulation, the

choices you made, and how completing this activity will help you as you navigate your personal financial

health in the future (3-5 years).  Make sure to be specific about the actual major decisions you will face over

the next few years, and how you will face them.  Good Luck! 

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE:

SWBAT to use the link provided above to create and account on the public version of the Junior

Achievement Finance Park Simulation.  Students will then work through the decision-making process for

completing the simulation, at their own pace in class.  For more information please click the following link:  

Junior Achievement Finance Park Academic Standards

Project:  Students will READ ALL DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY for this activity.  They will proceed to the Junior

Achievement Financial Park Public Simulation Link.  They should create and account with a password THEY

CAN REMEMBER!  Once established, they should log in and begin the simulation.  Working independently,

they should work through all the decision processes outlined in the simulation, and when complete, they

should begin to craft their Email Assessment Response.  They can use scratch paper to brainstorm, but

should email thier final response directly to your Instructor.

EMAIL ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY:
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Personal Monthly Budget Project: College/Major Day I

Objective:  Students will use online research tools, conversation and creativity to identify a prospective

college or career path for themselves.  Based on the selection of college's they choose, they will identify a

major course of study as well.  Once identified, students will perform a number of tasks to record and

explain their choices.  Students will be asked to complete the following tasks as they reflect on their

choices:

1.  Constructed Response Journal Entry - Personal Monthly Budget Worksheet (PMB)

2.  Navigation and Completion of College/Major Choice Project

3.  Completion of Online Form to record choices.

4.  Completion of Google Document (SHARE) to outline information about their choice. 

Today, the first thing you will create is a Journal Entry (see PMB Worksheet) after reading the following

article:

https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/explore-careers/college-majors/the-college-major-what-it-is-and-how-to-

choose-one

Please describe what major you are interested in and why you chose it at this point in your life.  I realize

college is a few years away, and I am sure your interests might change between now and when you are

going to go to school, but you will use the information you develop today to research future careers

tomorrow.  Eventually, you will be responsible for choosing a College, Career, and your first Job after college

to complete the PERSONAL MONTHLY BUDGET PROJECT (PMB) over the next few weeks!

IF YOU CANNOT CREATE AN ACCOUNT ON COLLEGEBOARD, PLEASE GO TO THE FOLLOWING LINK:

If you choose not to pick a college and major, you must identify another path to a career.  You will need to

identify how you will receive training, and complete all the steps below based on that training choice.  I will

explain what I mean in class.

College/Major Day CSA MP4 S2 17-18
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Personal Monthly Budget Project: College/Major Day I

After your Journal Entry is complete, please go to CollegeBoard.Org and create an account. (CLICK HERE). 

You will use this site to research your College and Major and use the information tomorrow to decide what

your first career might be.  You must complete the COLLEGE SEARCH and MAJOR AND CAREER SEARCH

sections of the CollegeBoard.Org website prior to completing the survey below.

When you have completed today's research, please add the name of your college and the major you have

chosen to the Google Spreadsheet by answering the following questions on this link:  

Next, you must open add the following information to the PMB Google Document:

College Name

College Address

Major Area of Study you would be interested in.

Sport you are interested in participating in.

Fraternity/Sorority you might belong too.

Extra-curricular activity you might be in.

What dorm you would be in during your freshman year / Where would you live?

How much the school costs (Credit Hour/$)

The name of the Sports Mascot

Name 2 places to eat.

Name 3 things to do around campus

Name 3 things to do off-campus

List the phone number for the following people:

 Dean of Students

 School Police

 Dining Facility

 Sports Complex

 Main Campus Phone Number 
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You must find out all the information listed above about the college or career training program you are most

interested in.  You need to SHARE this document with me for credit.  In the case of a career training

program (ITT Tech, Electrical Union, etc.) you will need to fill in as much information as possible. 

Tomorrow we will discuss Financial Literacy and Financial Planning, and you will see a list of entry-level

positions that people could choose based on a variety of decisions.  You will be entering your college and

major and choosing a career with this site.  Your choices will determine where you will live and what career

you will start with.  We will also be discussing financial planning and investing later this week.

When you have completed the Journal Entry, College & Major Survey, and Google Document above, you are

free to work on anything else you owe me for class.  Good Luck!
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Personal Monthly Budget: Inves�ng & Stock Market Day II

PMB Step 2: Inves�ng & Stock Market
Objective: Students should learn the basics about savings accounts and investing in the Stock Market.

Students will use independent learning time to navigate through a series of videos to help them better

understand basic Personal Budgets, Saving Money, Credit Card Tips, and how to Invest in Company Stocks.

Students will complete a Journal Entry and sign up for our class Stock Market Challenge.

Complete the Following Steps:

1. Read the Article below and complete a Journal Entry (On the CCS-515 PA CEW PMB Worksheet)

2. Watch Videos Below and Complete Class Worksheet & Vocabulary List (on the form listed above.)

3. Create an account on Investopedia.com and click link below to join 2018 Game

To begin your investing journey, please read the following article: Investing VS Gambling Article (Click Here)

and write a brief (2-3 Sentences) journal entry about your feelings about the main point of the article.

Second, watch each video link below on your own. After each video, answer the questions on the worksheet

for today. When you have completed the worksheet questions, please research and fill in the Vocabulary

Section on the back of the sheet. Turn in the sheet for credit!

1. Personal Budget Tips:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_GZOr4l7P0

2. How To Save Money:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxC_KaCD8KQ

3. Savings Account Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0ttAaz32VU
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4. Credit Card Tips:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=en6IfLFlrJM

5. Company Investing Tips

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MPtq56CT1I

Third, Use the link below to sign up for our Stock Market Challenge. Please go to Investopedia.com and

create an account using your CCS Gmail address. Once Created, click the link below and you should

automatically be forwarded to the game. Once you have created and account, follow the directions to BUY

and SELL stocks.  You have $10,000 to spend.  If you make any money in the market this week, you can add

it to your Final Budgets!

Use the following sites to help you pick stocks for the game:

MarketWatch (Wall Street Journal) Website (CLICK HERE)

MSN Money Top 50 Stocks (CLICK HERE)

Additional Resources: here is a link to the Stock Market Basics Presentation from Class (Click Here)

We will be reviewing the following video together in class: Investing Basics VIDEO (CLICK HERE) and

discussing how you can find stocks you might be interested in investing in for the project.

Investopedia Stock Market Game Instructions

Step 1:  Go to Investopedia.com

Step 2:  Create a NEW Account using your email address.

Step 3:  Your USERNAME should be your First Initial and your Last Name followed by School Initials
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Step 4:  Choose a Password you can remember, YOU CANNOT RECOVER IT if you forget!

Step 5:  Once Logged In, Click on SIMULATOR in the menu across the top of the screen

Step 6:  Under JOIN A PUBLIC GAME, click View More Games (Blue Link)

Step 7:  Search by GAME NAME for the game listed as (Instructor Game Name Here)

Step 8:  Click JOIN (Blue Link)

Once you have joined the game, view your Portfolio and do some research on stocks you are interested in. 

Make sure you click Trade Stock (link) and enter the Stock Symbol for the company you are interested in. 

Click BUY or SELL only.  Review the stock information to the left of the screen to see what the stock's

current price is.  Calculate how many shares you want to Buy/Sell at that rate.  Enter the number in the

appropriate box.  Make sure you are buying at the MARKET RATE and it is "Good Till Cancelled".  Click

PREVIEW ORDER.  Once you have previewed the next page, click SUBMIT to start the action.  You can check

your progress anytime, as the market is live.  Each morning, I will post the rankings on the board!

NEED HELP FINDING STOCKS TO PICK:  barchart.com
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Personal Monthly Budget: AfterCollege.com Day III

PERSONAL MONTHLY BUDGET STARTING POINT

Today you will build on the research you completed on Day II. You are responsible for not only finding a

college and major you are interested in, but finding your first job after college.

YOU MAY NOT FIND A JOB IN PHILADELPHIA OR THE REGIONAL AREA. 

You must find an "ENTRY-LEVEL" job outside the Philadelphia Area (Philadelphia, Montgomery, Bucks,

Delaware, and Chester, Camden, Burlington, and Gloucester Counties are off limits).

Use the College and Major you chose on Monday and go to the following website

https://www.aftercollege.com/. Look on the right side of the opening page and you will see a box that says

"Explore Curated Jobs". Select a College you are interested attending (SCHOOL). Enter a (MAJOR) you are

likely to study. Set the (GRADUATION DATE) for MAY of this year and click SHOW ME THE JOBS.

If you chose professional training that did not require college, you must use Indeed.com, Monster.com,

Careerbuilder, or other employment search sites to find your first job away from the Philadelphia area. You

will have to search in a part of the country that interests you, and you still need to identify how you were

trained to work in your chosen field. Ask me if you have any questions about this. If you joined the Military,

ask me to help you identify a base to live near so you can complete the budget that way.

You may have to SIGN IN (Create A Free Account). Use your class GMAIL to sign up, and select a password

you can remember.

Now you must choose a job that you are interested in. Once you find the job you must research where you

will be working. Look up the company that is hiring for that position and where the office is. You will need to

find an actual, accurate address to use. You must also copy the Job Title and Job Description for use later.
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Tomorrow you will find out what your salary is based on your job location and title. This will be your Gross

Pay before taxes and deductions, so you can spend that money on living expenses and anything else you

need to buy to survive. We will discuss your purchases in more depth next week. For now, once you know

what you are doing for a living and where you are working, you are now ready to find an apartment. You

need to find a place to live near where you work, or someplace that will not cost a fortune to commute from.

Everyone must live outside the areas where you are living now (generally more than 150 miles away as a

reference).

YOU MAY NOT LIVE WITH FAMILY, but if you and someone from class have chosen the same place to work

(same City or Area), you may share an apartment or living arrangement. This will help your overall budget.

You must still keep separate budgets, but you can share the costs. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM

FOR PRIVACY.  Depending on where you live, you will have to decide how much to spend on transportation

for work. You may use any Real Estate or Apartment Finder websites to find places to live.

Once you have found all the information above and written it down on paper, please fill out and submit the

following form completely (The more accurate and complete your answers are, the easier it will be to do

additional tasks for your budget):

I was going to assign cities for you to find jobs in, but this is more realistic. If you take this project seriously,

you will be surprised as what you will learn about how much things cost and how keeping an accurate

budget will save you money, time, and aggravation. Previous students who complete this project correctly

have enjoyed it and learned a lot about their future. I hope you have fun working on it too.
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Personal Monthly Budget:  �nding a House (Start the Budget) DAY IV

START THE BUDGET:  Click Here for Personal Monthly Budget Template Google Sheet

Figure out your BASE PAY using the following website and formula:  PAYSCALE.COM

Do career research and find in-depth salary data for specific jobs, employers, schools, and more.  Once you

have identified your Job Title and Location in the United States, it will give you a salary range.  You will make

the Entry-Level (25%) to start with.  You will need to use the following formula to change your salary from

Annual GROSS PAY to Monthly NET PAY for your budget:

Yearly GROSS PAY x .65 = Yearly NET PAY

Yearly NET PAY / 12 Months = Monthly NET PAY

Today we will review the PMB Worksheets, and enter the information that includes estimating our

expenses.  We will spend time, in class, reviewing the following worksheet:

Once you have opened the worksheet, review all of the sections.  You are required, for this project, to keep

track of all of your spending.  Your CheckBook tab will have all of your Debits and Credits listed as you make

decisions.  Today we will fill out the Projected totals on the worksheet to give you an idea of how much you

THINK you will spend.  When we put actual costs in, you might be surprised by what differences there are. 

Make sure you enter all the information requested on the Data Sheet, and keep track of your Menu, Grocery

List, and Shopping Lists on the specific pages listed.  The main worksheet is only for looking at the totals

received or spent.  Make sure you use FILE, MAKE A COPY and SHARE it with Mr. S (hscribner@ccs.us) for

credit.
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Personal Monthly Budget:  �nding a House (Start the Budget) DAY IV

FINDING A PLACE TO LIVE
Apartment Finder 

Apartments.com 

Hotpads.com 

MyNewPlace.com 

Abodo.com

Today your project is to find a place to live in your new town.  Make sure you identify how much it is to live

there.  You need to make sure that you consider whether the rent includes any utilities, or other amenities

that you might want.  Part of this search will require you to find a way to get to your new job.  What type of

transportation is available, or will you need to live where you have chosen.  How far is it from shopping and

other supplies/stores?

Things to consider:

How are you getting to this new location?

What are you taking with you, and how will you get it all there?

Find a way to price the cost of your transportation.  Be specific about why you are choosing this place to

live.  How much of your monthly budget will you spend to live here?

List the Address of your new home below, and include the amount you will pay for rent each month:

You can use some of the following websites to assist you in your search:

More Resources:
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Article with GREAT Checklists and Facts from FASTWEB.com: https://www.fastweb.com/student-
life/articles/a-college-student-s-complete-guide-to-finding-leasing-off-campus-housing
"7-Step Guide to Finding Your First Apartment"

BY MIRIAM CALDWELL ,Updated April 12, 2018

Once you start your first real job, you will be looking for a new place to live. You need to know how to rent

your first apartment. This is an exciting time, and you may be considering getting your own place. This

allows you greater freedom and flexibility. Before you make this decision you need to make sure you

carefully consider how much you really can afford.

1. Determine How Much You Can Afford to Pay - Before you go out to begin looking for your first apartment,

you should determine how much rent you can comfortably pay.  Generally, your rent should be about 25

percent of your income. You may be approved for up to 30 percent of your income. However, you need to

consider your other expenses and debt payments. You should be able to cover most of your daily living

expenses (groceries, utilities, eating out, and entertainment) on about 25 percent of your income. Take time

to look at your budget before you start looking for your apartment. You should be focusing a lot on getting

out of debt and saving money.

2. Find the Area Where You Want to Live - You need to determine the best place for you to live in relation to

where you work. The farther away you are from work, the higher your transportation costs will be. If you

work in a major metropolitan area you will find that the housing costs decrease the farther away you live.

The trick is to find a balance between the two. You may save money by moving close to a train line.  You can

begin by searching online to get a general idea of the pricing in the area.

3. Consider Getting a Roommate - After you have determined the general prices and what you can afford,

you should decide whether or not you need a roommate. You need to take into consideration that you will be

paying for all of the utilities yourself.  These may cost more than you realize. You should also determine the

size of the place that you need. Generally, your first apartment is rather small.
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4. Consider Both Large Complexes and Private Rentals - Once you have decided on one or two areas that

you want to live in you should look online as well as in the newspaper. You may be surprised at the deals

that you can find there. Landlords with smaller properties often only advertise in the paper, though Craigslist

has become another viable option. You may also want to call a few property management companies to

find out what they have available.

5. Start By Looking at 5 Properties - Choose up to five properties to look at. If you do more than this all at

once, you will be exhausted and the properties start to blur together. You may want to take pictures of the

exterior and interior so that you can remember the apartments. You should also consider safety if you are

going to be living alone. A second story apartment is safer than one on the first story. You may also want to

look for a gated community, depending on where you are living.

6. Take Your Time to Make a Decision - Although you may feel pressured to make an immediate choice,

generally you should be okay thinking about it for 24 hours.  You should go with your general feelings about

the place when you make a decision. If you simply choose the cheapest but felt that it was too rundown or

unsafe, then you are not making a wise decision. You should feel good about both the price and the

apartment. Don’t forget to consider the amenities offered by the apartment community. The more amenities

generally means you will pay higher rent. However, if you find a good deal, you may end up saving money if

you were to purchase cable, a gym membership, and a phone line.

7. Fill Out Your Application - Finally, you will need to fill out the application, and pay the application fee.

Some apartments may require a co-signer if you are just starting your first job. They may waive this for a

larger deposit. Generally, you will pay your deposit along with your first and last month’s rent when you sign

your lease.This usually happens on the day that you move into the apartment
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PMB Step 5: Google Map / Moving Day MP4 S2 17-18
Google MAP Project

Today you will be creating a GOOGLE MAP of your new home and work area. Please sign-in to GMAIL and

then follow Google site to Google Maps. Below is a link to a sample map that I created for myself. It

assumes that my first job out of college was teaching here. I located our school, a local apartment, and I

saved the route I take to work (use Get Directions and save the result to your map). I also included most of

the information that you will have to find for yourself. See my example at the following link:

http://goo.gl/maps/aCRTS

Once you have looked at my map, your assignment today is to CREATE your own GOOGLE MAP that

includes the following items:

Work, Home, Directions (Route) from Home to Work

You must also include the following:

GROCERY 

SHOPPING MALL/CENTER

LAUNDRY/DRY CLEANER

COFFEE SHOP

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (Closest Bus or Train)

CLOSEST MAJOR AIRPORT (In case you need to fly home to Philly)

HOSPITAL 

DOCTOR'S OFFICE

DENTIST'S OFFICE

CHURCH/PLACE OF WORSHIP (Optional)

THREE (3) DIFFERENT RESTAURANTS

TWO (2) FUN THINGS TO DO
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Please add your Instructor as a COLLABORATOR and email me the link to your map. 

This exercise will give you an idea of what types of things you need to look for if you move to another city

someday to take a job or start college. Even if you share an apartment/house with others, you should know

this information. 

MOVING TO YOUR NEW CITY

Now you need to furnish your new place to live. Find a list of the following sources, and add it to your

shopping list page.

1. Transportation around town: (Bike, Car, Public Transportation, Walk, etc.)

2. Basic Furniture: Bed, Couch, Table & Chairs, Lamps, Desk, Lights, TV, Stereo, Dresser, Computer, and other

major items:

3. Household Goods: Dishes, Pots&Pans, Glassware, Silverware, Towels, Sheets, Blankets, Pillows, Plants,

etc.:

List each item on your shopping list sheet of your SPREADSHEET. You must keep track of everywhere online

you shop and enter your spending in your checkbook ledger. All of your spending will be tracked on this

ledger for the month. Credits are deposits and Debits are spending/checks etc.
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Personal Monthly Budget: Groceries / Shopping DAY VI

Objective: To plan a weekly meal menu and shop for items on the list. To identify prices and differences in

quality of different items. To be able to accurately create a personal menu, shopping list, and translate your

purchases into an online budget form for evaluation.

Steps:

1. Complete Weekly Menu Form - Get it Approved.

2. Complete Grocery List Based on Menu Choices - Get it Approved.

3. Shop online for items on Grocery List and compare quality and prices.

4. Total your Grocery Spending and Enter All Items on Shopping List in Budget Online (PMB)

5. Share your menu and list with class during final presentations.

Please use the handout to plan your menu for a week. I would like you to plan at least 2 dinners for 2 people,

and a family dinner (6 people or more) for the weekend sometime. It can be breakfast, lunch, or dinner, but

include anything you would normally serve. Once your menu is complete, make a grocery list. In addition to

groceries, there is a list of other items (BELOW) that you will need to keep at your home. Detergent, soap,

etc. You may also include any items you might actually use regularly to your shopping list.

Additional Items to Buy:  Laundry Detergent, Soap, Shampoo, Deodorant, a Mop, a Broom, All-Purpose
Cleaner, Light Bulbs, Dish Soap, 3 2-Liter Bottles of Soda (ie. Coca Cola, Pepsi, etc.), Band-Aids, Cold
Medicine, and a Bucket, Tylenol or Advil, Batteries and a Flashlight, a Basic Tool Set, a Wiffle Ball Bat
Set, and M&M's.
Finally, go to a website below and price everything you will need. You may need to make substitutions, but

you will get a good general idea of prices for your weekly shopping trip. You will enter these figures on your

monthly budget (remember that this sheet and shopping list is only for one week) when you are finished as

actual costs.
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Here are a couple of places to shop. You may also look for other online grocery stores, pharmacy's or other

providers. They must list individual item pricing and you need to figure out delivery if you do not have one of

the stores local to your new apartment. (Example: You can price things at Target.com, but you must figure

out shipping costs if you do not have a Target store locally. You must also figure out how to get your

purchases home if you do not have a car.)

https://www.freshdirect.com/index.jsp

http://www.amazon.com/

https://www.lifewire.com/groceries-online-3482646

YOU MUST ADD EVERY ITEM ON YOUR SHOPPING LIST TO THE PERSONAL SHOPPING LIST PAGE OF

YOUR DATA SHEET ON THE FAMILY MONTHLY BUDGET. MAKE SURE YOU CREATE AREA FOR YOUR

GROCERY SHOPPING FROM THE SHOPPING LIST YOU COMPLETED FOR YOUR MOVING DAY!
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Personal Monthly Budget:  U�li�es & Other Expenses DAY VII

Objective: Students will begin to enter data on their budget sheets. ALL ENTRIES ARE TO GO IN THE

"ACTUAL" COSTS COLUMN OF THE BUDGET! Students should spend time today entering their Actual Costs

for rent, transportation (train/bus pass), shopping costs and any other items on their budget sheets.

Students should also add the MONTHLY INCOME to the INCOME BOX to initialize the sheet. Finally,

students should research the cost of utilities in their new city and estimate the costs on their budget sheets.

See directions below for figuring out your monthly utilities.

Steps:

1. Enter your Monthly Income in the Income Box on the Budget Sheet

2. Enter your Actual Cost for your RENT

3. Enter your Actual Cost for the SHOPPING you did to move in.

4a. Complete Journal Entry (Weebly) Listed Below 

4b. Use the tools below to determine your Average Utility Costs for the Month:

          Electric, Natural Gas, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup, Phone, Cable, Internet

5. Enter those costs on the Actual Cost Column of your Budget

UTILITY COST ESTIMATE TOOLS 

Here is an article with a good idea of how much you should estimate based on your income for your

budget: 

http://www.zillow.com/blog/rules-of-thumb-for-estimating-apartment-utility-costs-100024/comment-page-

1/ 

Today you will be examining how much your local utilities cost. You are at your new apartment and you

need to estimate your monthly utility expenses. There are many websites you can use, but to make sure you

are estimating correctly you will need to read the following article first:
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Once you have read the article, please open your Journal and write a few sentences about which utility

companies you use in your new city and how much you are estimating for the costs for your new apartment.

Here are some additional websites to help you estimate your costs:

http://www.allconnect.com/shopping/sc-phone/phone.html#selectedTab_tv

http://www.whitefenceindex.com/

http://hes.lbl.gov/consumer/

You can also use Google (or another search engine) to find sources for estimates of costs in your city. 

Once you have estimated your costs, enter the amounts in your budget under the ACTUAL COSTS COLUMN.

WATER/SEWER:  The average household US water bill varies widely from state to state and municipality to

municipality. Small town household water rates fall somewhere between $1.00 and $2.00 per 748 gallons of

water or HCF (hundred cubic feet). Large city household water rates are from $2.00 to $3.00 per 748 gallons

of water.   Many water bills are billed on a bi-monthly basis.

Many large cities have tiered water rate structures, whereby customers pay much higher rates for the water

they consume beyond a certain predetermined amount.

The average US resident uses around 150 gallons of water per day. This number varies widely. Let’s look at

a household of 4’s water consumption for one month or over a billing cycle:
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Average daily water consumption: 600 gallons of water

Average monthly water consumption: 18,000 gallons of water

How many HCF is this? -> 18,000 divided by 748 = 24

Average cost per HCF? -> $1.50

Average monthly water bill? -> $1.50 x 24 = 36

Average bi-monthly water bill? -> $72

(Bear in mind that this number is for the small municipality only)

* We of course need to add to this number the sewage rate/cost plus any additional fees. To be safe, let’s

just call it an $15 per month.

New average US household water bill? -> $51

Now, let’s acknowledge that this is only a number to which there’s no need to hold fast to. It merely gives us

an idea of the expensiveness of water, and just how quickly a water bill can go through the roof due to a

running or leaking toilet, say, a phenomenon to which 90% of all high water bills are due.

TELEPHONE, CABLE, and INTERNET:  Make sure you find your local providers and compare pricing. If you

are using a Cell Phone, you must also add that to your Budget Sheet.

Keep up the Great Work on this project!
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Objective: Students will learn why insurance is critical to making sure they are covered in the event of a

catastrophic loss. Students will complete a Journal Entry about the primary types of insurance they may

require in their lives. Students will discover what Renters Insurance is and why it is important. Students will

calculate basic costs for different types of coverage and estimate monthly costs associated with Renters

Insurance. Students will then choose a Dream Car and investigate the costs of owning and operating it.

STEPS 

1. Read Lifehacker Article and Complete Journal Entry

2. Follow steps to learn about and estimate Renters Insurance Needs.

3. Follow directions for Dream Car exercise and investigate insurance costs.

4. Enter costs on Budget Sheet prior to leaving class today!

5. Work on any items still outstanding for class.

Please READ the following article:

http://lifehacker.com/what-types-of-insurance-do-i-really-need-1488536904

and write a Journal Entry about what types of insurance you need and why (In Your Own Words!). Then

continue with the exercise below and enter your insurance costs (ACTUAL Cost Column) on your Budget

Sheets.

RENTERS INSURANCE

Unfortunately, sometimes bad things happen. We get car insurance, homeowners insurance and health

insurance to be on the safe side. But what if you are a renter? Who protects your belongings and makes

sure you are not held responsible for personal or property damage at your apartment? If you rent an

apartment, condo, or home, rental insurance is your safeguard against property loss and personal liability.
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Imagine the following scenarios:

What if all your clothes, TV, computer, furniture, and other belongings were destroyed by fire? Could you

replace them, immediately, out of pocket?  Could you be held liable if your friends or family were injured on

the apartment grounds or in your apartment?

What if your apartment unit was broken into and your personal property was stolen, how would your

belongings be replaced?

Fire. Injury. Robbery. These are just a few reasons why people get apartment renters insurance. It is up to

you to protect your belongings and prepare for the unexpected with rental insurance. Whether you are

looking for apartment rental insurance or insurance to cover your storage rental you need to consider these:

 protect you against the financial risk associated with property damage

 insure full replacement value for your personal property and that of your neighbors

 provide you with quick payment for approved claims

 provide you with temporary living expenses over and above your normal living expenses if your

apartment is covered in the loss

 give you peace of mind!

Use this calculator to total up the value of everything in your apartment and think about how you would

replace it in the event of a disaster or problems: 

http://www.residentshield.com/contentscalculatorequote
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PICK YOUR DREAM CAR 
Use this calculator to find out how much you might pay annually for insurance: (If you have a car in this

budget, enter the amount of your monthly payment estimate)

https://www.carinsurance.com/car-insurance-estimator.aspx

Use this calculator to estimate your monthly payment. You must estimate using a 48-month loan at 7%

interest. Good Luck!

http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/auto/auto-loan-calculator.aspx

NOW use the following calculator to think about how much Savings you will need to set aside while you are

earning a living (your starting amount is the amount left over from your shopping trip on moving day:

http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/savings/simple-savings-calculator.aspx

Add your monthly savings into your budget.  You might also need some life insurance, but that is normally

handled with your employee benefits people. Your new jobs could include Life, Health, and other benefits we

will discuss today.

Finally, you can now add your EARNINGS from our Investopedia Stock Market Game. Call me over to make

the withdrawl if you want. I will have today's print out with totals and will approve all withdrawls.

Enter all of your items on your budget and save it for tomorrow!!
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Here are the final changes to your Family Monthly Budget. Please record the changes and make sure you

SHARE your both your PMB Worksheet (Google Doc) and your PMB Budget (Google Sheets) with your

Instructor for credit.  I will review your budget and comment on them right away. This will be a major part of

the grade for this marking period:

MAKE THE FINAL FOLLOWING CHANGES TO YOUR BUDGET  

1. Add 5 pints of your favorite ice-cream to your grocery bill for the month

2. Add $150 to your budget for home repair

3. Add a Doctor’s visit to your budget ($20 copay)

4. If you did not add a vehicle to your initial budget, you need to find a car and insurance.

5. Get a pet: dog, cat, fish, snake, whatever….but budget for the animal, veterinarian and care products.

6. You are taking a class at a local college….add $425 for tuition and $125 for books.

7. You went to the movies with your niece/nephew/child/etc…..add enough to cover popcorn and tickets.

8. You took first prize in a writing contest….add $100

9. Add $50 per month for an increase in cell phone service

10. Find a bicycle for fun and add the cost to your budget

11. You went to the mall to shop for clothes… add $125.

12. You won the lottery……$150…scratch off… add to your budget
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13. Your mom’s birthday is coming up…get her a gift….add it

14. You utility bills are 10% higher than you budgeted for…..add it

Don't forget to estimate your monthly grocery budget by multiplying your weekly grocery shopping plus your

fast food budget by four. Add those values to your budget as well.

Add all of the above changes to your budget sheet somewhere appropriate (your choice). Make sure your

shopping lists are correct and complete. Make sure that your entries are complete for groceries and eating

out. Finally, please send me an email stating your budget is complete and ready to be checked. 

You should prepare a Google Slides Presentation showing your budget, explaining how you chose the city

and career you picked, describing the items you bought and how you live, and showing pictures of the new

city, apartment, and other items.  Basically, use at least one slide per lesson in this project.
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Today we will be using the research you have done since Tuesday, and the pictures you found yesterday to

ASSEMBLE our Historical Figure Facebook Pages. Please follow along in class as we "drag and size"

pictures into our project. You will also be re-typing (or copy/paste) information into the various places on

the document.

YOU MUST MAKE A COPY OF THE DOCUMENT THAT IS AT THE LINK BELOW.

RENAME YOUR DOCUMENT "HFFP (Person's Name) (Your Last Name) P?"

Example: HFFP JFKennedy Scribner P1

You must SHARE the Google SLIDE (Presentation) with your Instructor for Credit

Open the location of your Pictures and Start by Formatting and Inserting the Pictures today. Make sure to

scale the pictures to the spaces appropriately, and make sure that they are appropriate. Imagine you are the

Famous Person and that you are placing the pictures they might have taken throughout their life. Family,

homes, friends, and events should all be there. Make sure that the pictures of Friends/Enemies are correctly

formatted and placed in the proper size, style and format. TRY NOT TO ALTER THE BOX SIZES so the project

will stay neat and orderly.

Please read the following details for each page so you understand what I am looking for:

Main Page (Page 1)

1. Profile Picture should be the same for both pages of the project

2. Person's Name - Your Name should be same on all pages.

HISTORICAL FIGURE FACEBOOK PROJECT TEMPLATE LINK (CLICK HERE) MR. SCRIBNER'S SAMPLE

"GENERAL GEORGE S. PATTON, JR."
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3. SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENT: You must base this page and all contents on a specific event from

history. This event will give you a base time and date for making decisions about critical information.

3a. POSTS: All conversations / posts should have some historical significance. There should be a logical

order to the posts and all information listed. You will have to "make up" some of the information based on

your research. All of your "made up" information should have historical context and be as accurate as you

can get from your research.

4. Basic Information should be as exact as possible. Please try to maintain the Facebook Effect if you do

not have specific information. What would your best guess be. Make sure you can back up anything you put

on the page with some historical fact or reasoning.

5. Friends / Enemies can be anyone from the same period of time in history. Anyone who lived during the

same time could be a friend or comment on your Historical Figure's wall.

6. Make sure that the Historical Event information is copied on all pages where applicable.

Information Page (Page 2)

1. All Basic Information should be the same as the column on the left.

2. NETWORKS (GROUPS): You should create / make up historical groups that your Historical Figure might

have been a part of. Some should be from the historical record if possible (College Alumni, Political Parties,

other groups), but others can be created in context (George Washington might have been interested in the

Virginia Farmers Guild). Be creative and have fun! Just be able to back up your group names with some

logical reasoning.

3. Photo Album Preview: Use two pictures here that would represent picture albums associated with your

Historical Figure. Try to think of albums that would exist for your person. Family, Friends, Places Visited, Etc.
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4. PERSONAL INFORMATION: Based on your research, what was their address on the day of the Historical

Event you based the page on.  You may use period items if they have something listed in the historical

record, or you may INFER what your person might have liked from today. You may use some latitude for this,

but be able to explain your answers.

5. Contact Information should be as accurate as possible and timely. Based on the day of the Historical

Event that this page is focused around, what would the address and phone number be? You can make up

specifics, but you must use correct area codes for phone numbers and zip codes / cities for addresses.

6. BRIEF DESCRIPTION: This section can be taken directly from an online source.You must add the link to

your RESEARCH DOCUMENT A THE BOTTOM!  Make sure you find a description that is complete and as

accurate as possible.

ACADEMIC/LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Students will learn the basic ways to complete internet-based research. Students will collect pictures for

use in the online project. Students will focus on a famous historical figure and complete research about that

person’s life, and a significant event during that time in history. 

STUDENTS MUST START BY READING ALL DIRECTIONS ON CLASS WEBSITE! Students will use the

resources in class to create a Facebook-Style page for a famous historical figure. The page created must

center around a specific event from that person’s life, and research must be done to describe the person,

event, and other people who would have been involved! Today you will focus on placing the pictures into

your project page.  Make sure to open the Google Slides Template and MAKE A COPY.  Be sure to Rename it

properly and SHARE it with your Instructor for credit.
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FINAL EXAM!

1.  Log Into Google Drive and Click NEW to CREATE a NEW DOCUMENT

2.  Name the Document:  "Final Exam  (Your Last Name) P(?) "

3.  SHARE the Document with your Instructor for Credit

Copy and Paste the questions below into a GOOGLE DOCUMENT and SHARE THEM when you have

completed them.

Answer The Following Questions (Each question should be explained with a paragraph answer, 3-4

sentences, with proper structure.)  Please use the R.A.C.E. structure to answer each question.  R-Restate the

Questions, A-Answer the Question, C-Cite your Evidence/Examples, E-Explain your Evidence/Examples:

Question 1: 

 Describe how technology has changed the world you live in (compare it to the world your parents and

grandparents grew up in):

Question 2:  Explain how the technology tools you have been taught this year will help you in High School.

Question 3:  Describe a time when you could pass on your knowledge in the coming year.  Who would you

teach?  What skills or tools would you show someone else?  Why?

Question 4:  Explain how you will protect yourself online for the rest of your life.  List at least three (3) ways

to improve your Internet Safety and Security Level.
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Final Question:  Choose four (4) of the tools below:

Tool List

Google Documents

Google Spreadsheets

Google Slides

OpenShot Movie Maker

PIXLR.com

Online Surveys

Google Drive

Code.Org

Gamestar Mechanic

Soundation

Voki

Khan Academy

Strikingly.com

Draw.io
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FBI.SOS.GOV

NSTeens.Org

Google Classroom

Digital Animation

Online Research

Schoology

You may also choose one (1) online tool you know about that we did not cover this marking period.

Answer the following three questions for each tool you choose:

1.   Describe the tool and the project you completed with it?

2.   What projects could you complete with it?

3.   How could you use this tool outside of school (home or business uses)?

FINAL QUESTION EXAMPLE ANSWER 

(Do Not Use As One Of Your Answers!)

GMAIL/EMAIL:  Email is used in place of sending letters to people.  It is electronic mail that can be

transmitted electronically.  Senders can write a letter in different formats and then by addressing it to as

many people as required, send each recipient the same message.  Recipients can send replies, and emails

can be forwarded.  Everything happens in fractions of a second.  The sender can also attach files such as

documents, pictures and hyperlinks along with the email.  We have used email all year to communicate, turn

in work, and to receive classroom instructions.
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WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THE FINAL EXAM AND SHARED IT WITH YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR CREDIT!
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